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INTRODUCTION
This report covers the scientif i c and administrative activities at'the
Lunar and Planetary Institute during the period 1 July 1984 through 31
December 1984.
During the period 1 July 1984 through 31 December 1984 the Institute
was under the direction of Dr. Kevin Burke, Director.
This report has been prepared and submitted by the Staff of the Office
of the Director, LPI.
i
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ACTIVITIES AT THE LUNAR AND PLANETARY INSTITUTE FOR PERIOD
1 JULY 1984 - 31 DECEMBER 1984
A. PLANETARY IMAGE CENTER (PIC)
The Planetary Image Center (PIC) is part of the Planetary Geology
Program's network of Regional Planetary Image Facilities. As such, PIC
maintains are up-to-date reference and working collection of planetary
images and support data; disseminates information through an active
interlibrary loan program; provides planetary slide sets at cost; conducts
annual open houses; assists scientists, students, and educators in
acquiring access to, or loan of, image products; and provides daily
reference services to users both in house and throughout the country.
Requests for materials were received from the scientific community and a
variety of users, including publishers of textbooks, popular books, and
magazines, film producers, planetarium and museum directors, students, and
teachers.
Materials on loan or purchased from the Image Center during this
reporting period are as follows:
On Loan
Photographs	 2041	 Transparencies	 176
Maps	 81	 Rolls of Transparencies 	 68
Slides	 495
	
Globes
	 2
Movies	 18
New acquisitions included 57 maps.
Our darkroom facility continues to handle small-volume requests in a
timely manner. In addition to providing custom prints for photo
interpretation and routine prints for other departments at the Institute,
the facility produces slides for the in-house scientific staff for use in
lectures. Twenty work requests were processed by JSC, while 82 were
processed in house.
During this reporting period, approximately 150 inquiries were
received at PIC.
PIC's staffing (as of September) consists of an acting Manager, a
part-time Assistant and a part-time Darkroom Technician.
^.:
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B. LIBRARY INFORMATION CENTER (LIC)
The Library Information Center continues to be a source of information for
our staff, scientists at JSC and neighboring universities, and to the
research community and public who utilize our services through letters and
telephone calls.
There has been continued interest in remote and personal access to the
Lunar and Planetary Bibliography, which has been made possible through the
development of SEARCH. There is active use by the Planetary Materials
Branch at JSC, students at University of Houston and Rice, and users in the
U.S. and foreign countries who query us by letter or telephone.
During July and August personnel from LIC presented a short history of the
LPI and presented various sources of educational materials to the Aerospace
Education Workshop group, a NASA-University of Houston special course for
U.S. teachers teaching in foreign countries. On July 19, personnel from
LIC and PIC hosted a group from the Texas A&M Gifted and Talented
Children's Program. After lectures about the Institute and a slide show
presentation on the solar system, the children were given a guided tour of
the LIC and Pic and a demonstration of the Imaging Processing Facility.
This group is led by Mrs. June Scobee.
In August, LIC personnel worked with Ms. Debbie Fischer who was completing
the necessary forms to have the West Mansion included in the American
Society of Interior Design's Directory of Famous Architecture. History of
the building, description of early furnishings, and pictures of the
Institute were supplied to Ms. Fischer.
A total of 92 searches were run during this period; B4 were done on the
in-house data base and 8 on commercial data bases. This brings the annual
total to 228 searches; 32 of them on commercial data bases.
Three hundred and twenty-five citations were added to the Lunar and
Planetary bibliography during this period. This brings the total number of
citations in the Lunar and Planetary bibliography to approximately 21,000. 	 f
Circulation record, maintained for this reporting period show an average
monthly circulation of 450 items to an average of 78 users.
Requests for LPI Technical Reports and special Contributions which are
abstract volumes for topical conferences, totaled 101 requests for 155
publications.
During this period, 18 LPI Contributions were processed for distribution.
(See'Appendix IV)
One issue of the Bulletin was published during this reporting period. The
November issue, num er	 , contained the preliminary announcement for the
16th Lunar and Planetary Science Conference, news of other topical
conferences and meetings of interest to our communit y , and the regular
__ -.
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features of news items, new publications, calendar of events, and current
awareness bibliography. Total circulation of the Bulletin now exceeds
4700.
During the calendar year 1984, 349 names were added to the LPI mailing
list.
C. COMPUTER CENTER
The Computer Center continued its steady growth during this reporting
period. VMS version 3.7 was installed on the LPI VAX 11/780 to provide
improved system performance. Two issues of the C2PDA newsletter went out
to more than 1000 scientists to familiarize the user community with the
facilities at LPI. (See Appendix V.)
Image Processing Facility (IPF)
LIPS version 3.5 image processing software was installed on the Gould
IP8500 system to provide enhanced image processing functions. In addition,
the in-house programming staff developed programs to co-register images and
the mosiacing program was totally revised to handle a variety of images. A
new version of VICAR was also installed on the VAX for manipulation of
images that are greater than 512 by 512 pixels. With increased usage of
the IPF, a high resolution hardcopy output device was found lacking. Plans
to acquire an Optronics 4300 Colorwrite system was underway to complement
the state-of-the-art interactive image processing aspects of IPF.
Geophysical Data Facility (GDF)
The modelling programs for the GDF were further developed so that users can
model using point mass, curve disks, flat disks, spherical harmonics for
Venus and Mars line of sight gravity data. A batch mode of using GDF was
also developed so that after a user has selected the modelling criteria
interactively, he/she can submit the task and disconnect to save on
telephone charges. The plotting package was expanded so that GDF would
support both Tektronics Plot 10 compatible graphics terminals as well as
DEC REGIS compatible terminals. A remote demo was set up at the Water on
Mars Conference at Ames Research Center on November 30-December 1, and
again in San Francisco the following week in conjunction with the AGU.
Response was very encouraging and we had several new users on the system,
as a result.
Research Projects
The computer system was heavily used by various staff and visiting
scientists as well as summer interns. Work was carried out on planetary
modelling, spherical harmonics modelling for Venus gravity, isostatic
compensation modelling of Venus gravity data,gravity and magnetic anomoly
field data for the Earth and the terrestrial planets, modelling of
formation of duricrust on the surface of Mars, modelling of elastic plate
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tectonic load response to Lake Bonneville, surface morphology on the
Martian volcano Ascraeus Mons, investigation on the morphology and
distribution of Martian narrow valley channels, and analysis of ejecta
trajectory in impact crater experiments under different atmospheric
conditions.
Research-related Activities
The LPI computer system also provided computer and word processing support
to various departments in research support areas and to Institute related
administrative functions. In all, nine departments in the Institute
utilized the VAX 11/780 computer system in various aspects of their
operation. Complete on-line log-in process of the 15th Lunar and Planetary
Science Conference and the subsequent publication of the Proceedings
volumes was performed on the LPI system. The computer was used in the
information retrieval in the lunar and planetary bibliography search
maintained by the library; in BIRP, the on-line information retrieval of
Viking images; in the computerized subject index search of the slides and
maps collection of the Planetary Image Center; and in the maintenance of
the world directory of lunar and planetary scientists and laboratories.
Staff
The Computer Center was operated with a technical staff under the Computer
Systems Manager, with LPI scientists acting as scientific advisors to
different facilities within C2PDA. They included the Computer Systems
Manager, a Scientific Programmer/Analyst (IPF), a Scientific
Programmer/Analyst (GDF), a Programmer/User Support and a temporary
Scientific Programmer (GDF).
D. PRODUCTION SERVICES
Upgrade of the department's typesetting system continued during this
reporting period. The EPICS front end typesetting computer was installed
and is now handling all Institute typesetting. The CompEdit 5810
photomechanical typesetter was replaced with Varityper's 6100 digital slave
typesetter that sets copy 3 1/2 times faster than the photomechanical
system. Copy quality is also much improved by the sharper resolution of
the digital type. All fonts that were available on the old system have
been converted to digital type and are now on-line on the EPICS typesetting
system. Winchester disk capacity has been expanded from 10 to 15
megabytes. In addition, new telecommunications software has been installed
allowing the typesetting computer to send and receive data by cable
connection with the Institute VAX and by phone connection with remote
users. This software is currently being modified by the department to suit
specific frequent-user needs.
The department produced 462 pieces of artwork for scientists and staff
during the reporting period as well as 15 larger projects, including
journal articles, reports, brochures, extended programs and the like. In
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addition, the typesetting office produced 46 camera-ready articles for
contributors to the 15th Lunar and Planetary Science Conference
proceedings, and, on a change-back, non-interference basis, a camera-ready
proceedings volume for USRA s Division of Space Biomedicine.
E. SCIENTIFIC STAFF
In addition to the Director, the in-house scientific staff (during
this report period) consisted of five scientists working in different areas
of lunar and planetary research and assisting in implementation of service
functions of the Institute -- names and areas of activity are as follows:
Dr. Kevin Burke -- Geology -- Research in the application of the
findings of plate tectonics to interpretation of the geological
history of the earth. Currently pursuing research on the operation of
the Wilson cycle of the opening and closing of oceans on earth,
concentrating on: 1) Caribbean evolution over the last 200 my; 2) the
way this cycle operated to make early crust in the Archean.
Dr. Lewis D. Ashwal -- Petrology/Geochemistry -- Origin and evolution
57—p aT ne£ary crus s and mantles; Precambrian geologic
history; petrology, mineralogy, and geochemistry of anorthosites and
related rocks; origin of magmatic ore deposits; role of volatiles in
igneous and metamorphic processes; Rb-Sr and Sm-Nd isotope
geochronology; fluid inclusion studies; meteorites as possible martian
samples. Serves as Project Scientist for the LPI project: Early
Crustal Genesis of the Terrestrial Planets.
Dr. Bruce Bills -- Planetary Geophysics -- determination and
interpretation of global scale planetary gravity and topography, with
emphasis towards tectonic processes (mostly thermal) and attention to
terrestrial problems. Plays key role in the expansion of the
Geophysical Data Facility.
Dr. Paul Mor an -- Geophysics -- Research in heat flow and seismic
studies in active tectonic environments; the genesis, structure, and
evolution of continental rifts, and geothermal systems. Served as
Project Scientist for the LPI project on continental rifts. Chairman
of the LPI Seminar Series to early August 1984.
Dr. Graham Ryder -- Geology -- Research in igneous petrology,
planeto ogy - petrographic, petrochemical, microprobe studies with
emphasis on origin of cumulate rocks and lunar crustal development.
Co-Editor of the Proceedings of the 15th and 16th Lunar and Planetary
Science Conferences. Member of the Lunar and Planetary Sample Team.
i
I
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Dr. Peter H. Schultz -- Planetary Geology -- Problems in atmospheric
effects FfTmpac crater formation; emplacement mechanics of efecta on
the Moon and Mars; experimental impact cratering; structure and
evolution of multi-ring impact basins; martian polar
wandering; computer-code simulation of impact cratering. Serves As,
LPI Science Coordinator for the NASA/Ames Vertical Ballistic Gun
Range. LPI representative on Regional Planetary-Image Facility 	 11
Committee and Science Advisor for Planetary Image Center at LPI to 	 s
early September 1984. Chairman of the "Working Group for the
Preservation of Planetary Products." Member of Mars Data Analysis
Panel. Chairman of the in-house Visiting Scientist Review Panel to
early September 1984.
The in-house scientific staff members are of vital importance in their
service roles in LPI programs and activities, and also as experienced lunar
and planetary scientists who help in initiating and formulating new
programs using their research experience. In this context, the resident
staff and both long- and short-term visiting scientists have been jointly
active in phases of program development and implementation requiring broad
scientific expertise.
Further details on scientific staff and long-term visitor appointments
and publications and on off-site scientific and/or programmatic activities
(during the report period) are given in Appendices I.A. and I.C.
F. VISITOR PROGRAM
LPI visitors are classified into six major categories: Visiting
Scientists (VS), Visiting Research Scientists (VRS), Visiting Post-Doctoral
Fellows (VPDF), Visiting Graduate Fellows (VGF), Visiting Undergraduate
Fellows (VUF), and Visiting Undergraduate Interns (VUI). At an y one time
the facility can accommodate approximately 25 visitors. During t e pe^od
1 July 1984 - 31 December 1984, 35 visitors will have been in residence at
LPI for a combined total of about 4.15 man-years. The visitor group
consisted of 8 Visiting Scientists, 3 Visiting Post-Doctoral Fellows, 9
Visiting Graduate Fellows, 1 Visiting Undergraduate Fellow and 14 Visiting
Undergraduate Interns. A summary of the level of effort, accomplishments,
and costs for each category is shown in the Table that follows:
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SUMMARY OF VISITOR PROGRAM*
July 1, 1984 - December 31, 1984
COSTS
AVERAGE TRAVEL, RE=
LENGTH LOCATION &
NO. OF TOTAL OF STAY DISLOCATION
CATEGORY PERSONS MAN YRS. (WEEKS) SALARY EXPENSES
Domestic V.S. 7 .03 .23 546.00 483.28
Foreign V.S. 1 .01 .57 -0- 225.68
V.P.D.F. 3 1.17 20.24 27,943.12 4,153.04
V.G.F. 9 .84 4.86 -0- 3,590.00
V.U.F. 1 .20 10.14 -0- 3,000.00
V.U.I.(Summer 14 1.90 7.07 -0- 27,306.96
Interns)
TOTALS 35 4.15 $28,489.12 $38,758.96
*See Appendix I.B for Visitor Roster
Summer Undergraduate Intern Program
In the Summer of 1984, the Lunar and Planetary Institute offered
students world-wide an opportunity to work closely with scientists active
in lunar and planetary research. Out of 200 highly qualified applicants
from throughout the United States, Canada, Germany, Italy, Japan and the
United Kingdom, fourteen undergraduate or newly-graduated students were
chosen to take part in the eighth Sumner Undergraduate Intern Program.
Scientists from the Lunar and Planetary Institute and the NASA Johnson
Space Center are directing the interns in a variety of research projects.
Interns will have opportunities to present a profile of their research to
their colleagues and advisors, and to interact with scientists from JSC,
LPI, and with visiting researchers from the lunar and planetary science
community. It is anticipated that many of these projects and interactions
will produce publishable results. A roster of students and their advisors
is included in Appendix I.B.
G. SCIENTIFIC PROJECTS, CONFERENCES, WORKSHOPS, AND SEMINARS
1. Topical Conferences, Workshops, and Seminars
Conferences, workshops and special projects on various subjects are
arranged and conducted in-house by LPI. Available facilities can
accommodate approximately 75 participants for discussion conferences;
however, LPI can accommodate larger groups through closed-circuit
television. Television monitors and audio system in the Hess Room allow
remote auditing of presentations (one sound and two video inputs) from the
Berkner Room.
Summary tables of conferences, workshops and seminars are contained in
Appendix II.
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Solar System Science on Space Station
Numerous studies are being undertaken to identify the potential
science that could be conducted in the unique environment afforded by a
space station. The Lunar and Planetary Institute is forming a steering
committee, chaired by Dr. Ronald Greeley of Arizona State University, for
the purposes of: providing communication among the various workshops and
study groups; providing a common focus for information and supply data to
studies such as the SESAC Task Force on the Space Station; and organizing
a science conference in early 1986. Invitations ha ,•+i been issued to the
scientists who will make up the steering committee which is expected to
have its first of two FY 1985 meetings on January 18, 1985, at Arizona
State University.
St_ udy Project on "Mars: The Evolution of its
mate ana AtmospFere
	 — —
Continuing activities of the MECA Study Project included the
distribution of MECA Newsletter 2 and an LPI sponsored workshop entitled
"Water on Mars".-7he-ec toi-- r of the second (September 1984) and future 	 C
newsletters is Dr. Stephen Clifford, LPI Staff Scientist. A complete
report on the "Water on Mars" Workshop and information concerning two
upcoming workshops "Dust on Mars" and "Evolution of the Martian Climate"
are provided in this report. (See Appendix VI.) Special sessions on the
MECA Study Project were held at the GSA meeting in Reno, Nevada, in
November 1984 and at the 1984 Fall AGU meeting held in San Francisco in
December 1984.
Early Crustal Genesis Project (ECG)
Additional conferences and workshops have resulted from the ECG
Project. A topical conference "Origin of the Moon" was held in October
1984 and a field workshop "The Earth's Oldest Rocks" will be held in west
Greenland the last two weeks in June 1985. Additional details on these
meetings are provided in this report.
Lunar Base Study Project
The Steering Committee for the Lunar Base Study Project held meetings
July 16-17, 1984, in Washington, D.C., and September 17-18, 1984, at the
Lunar and Planetary Institute. The primary purpose of both meetings was to
organize and plan the program for the Symposium on Lunar Bases and Space
Activities of the 21st Century which was held October 29-31, 1984, at the
National Academy of Science in Washington, D.C. The Steering Committee
Chairman, Dr. Michael B. Duke of NASA Johnson Space Center, served as the
convener for the symposium. Details concerning the meeting are included in
this report. The Lunar and Planetary Institute is providing management for
the steering committee whose purpose is raising the consciousness of the
general community of the potential benefits of a lunar base.
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Space Station Automation and Robotics Panel
A meeting of the NASA Space Station Automation and Robotics Panel will
be hosted by the Lunar and Planetary Institute January 17-18, 1985. The,
NASA sponsored panel is being administered by Dr. David R. Criswell,
California Space Institute, University of California. The LPI will assist
Dr. Criswell by providing staffing and coordination of logistics for the
workshop. Attendance is expected to include 38 members of the base working
group as well as an additional 40 scientists interested in the wide range
of topics encompassed by the fields of automation and robotics and the
effort to identify major opportunities for applying new technologies and
hardware to the planning of the Space Station.
"Dust on Mars" Workshop
Arizona State University will host a small workshop "Dust on Mars"
February 4-5, 1985, as an activity of the MECA Study Project. The Lunar
and Planetary Institute is sponsoring the workshop being convened by Steven
Lee, Arizona State University. This workshop will be held to stimulate and
coordinate research into processes affecting yearly deposition, erosion,
and transport of dust on Mars. It is expected that abstracts submitted for
the workshop will be compiled in an LPI Technical Report following the
meeting.
16th Lunar and Planetary Science Conference
The Sixteenth Lunar and 'Planetary Science Conference is being
organized under the sponsorship of the NASA Johnson Space Center, the Lunar
and Planetary Institute, The American Geophysical Union, the Division for
Planetary Science, of the American Astronomical Society, the Meteoritical
Society, the Geological Society of America and the International Union of
Geological Sciences. The conference will be held March 11-15, 1985 at the
NASA Johnson Space Center, Houston, Texas. Abstracts submitted for
presentation and accepted by the program committee will be designated for
oral or poster presentation or for print only in the abstract volumes
published by LPI. The program committee is scheduled to meet in January
1985, to review contributions and to organize details of the conference
program. During the four-and-a-half-day conference three sessions will run
concurrently each half-day for oral presentations.
Workshop on "The Earth's Oldest Rocks"
A field workshop on "The Earth's Oldest Rocks" will be held in the
Godthaab district of west Greenland, June 19-30, 1985. The meeting will be
sponsored by agencies in the U.S., Denmark, and Greenland, including the
National Aeronautics and Space Administration, the Lunar and Planetary
Institute, the National Science Foundation, the Commission for Scientific
Research in Greenland, and the Greenland Geological Survey. The objective
is to bring together scientists in terrestrial and planetary geochemistry,
geology, and geophysics to examine first-hand the earliest terrestrial
crust available as a contribution to the Early Crustal Genesis Study
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Project (ECG). Due to very complex logistics involved as well as space
limitations on the boats and aircraft to be used for the field trip, only
30 persons will be invited to participate. Applications for attendance
will be reviewed by the organizers to select participants on the basis of	 i!
who is likely to contribute to or benefit most from the workshop. The
field excursions will be led by Drs. Victor McGregor, Allen Nutman, and
Clark Friend; organizers for the field workshop are Drs. Lewis Ashwal and
Kevin Burke, Lunar and Planetary Institute and Dr. William Phinney, NASA
Johnson Space Center. An abstract volume and field guide will be produced
and distributed to attendees.
nternational Workshop on Antarctic Meteorites
An IAGC/LPI Symposium "International Workshop on Antarctic
Meteorities" will be held at the Max-Planck-Institute fur Chemie in Mainz,
Federal Repuh'lic of Germany, July 11-13, 1985. Conveners for the workshop
are Dr. John 0. Annexstad, NASA Johnson Space Center and Drs. Ludolf
Schultz and Heinrich Wanke, Max-Planck-Institute fur Chemie. The purpose
of the workshop is to discuss the state of research and program directions
on the more than 8000 Antarctic meteorite fragments found by Japanese and
United States search parties. Research on these meteorites has become
international in scope and promises to continue to grow as more countries
become involved in Antarctic and planetary science. The workshop is being
held Just prior to the 48th Annual Meeting of the Meteoritical Society in
Bordeaux, France in order to allow as many interested scientists as
possible to attend.
The 48th Annual Meteoritical Society Meeting
The 48th Annual Meeting of the Meteoritical Society will be held July
16-19, 1985, at the University of Bordeaux in France. The meeting is being
organized by Dr. G. Simonoff, Universite de Bordeaux I, and will be
sponsored by the Meteoritical Society, the Lunar and Planetary Institute,
and the Universite de Bordeaux I. Abstracts being submitted for
presentation at the meeting are due by May 10, 1985.
"Evolution of the Martian Climate" Workshop"
MECA study group members will hold a workshop on "Evolution of the
Martian Climate" during a two-day break of the IAMAP/IAPSO Joint Assembly
being held August 5-16, 1985, in Honolulu, Hawaii. The workshop results
will then be presented during a session of the IAMAP/IAPSO Assembly. The
dates for the workshop are tentatively set for the August 10-11 break
during the Assembly. It is expected that most of the papers presented to
the IAMAP/IAPSO Joint Assembly will deal with Mars and that MECA workshop
attendees will benefit by the exchange of information at the Assembly and
by the participation in the workshop of invited IAMAP representatives. The
LPI sponsored workshop will be convened by Drs. Michael Carr, Conway Leovy,
and Robert Pepin; local organizers will be Drs. Fraser Fanale and Philip
James. Abstracts submitted to the workshop will be compiled into an
abstract volume by LPI for distribution at the workshop. An LPI Techncial
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Report including revised abstracts and a meeting summary will be published
following the workshop.
Topical Conference on "Heat and Detachment in Crustal
xtens on on CContInents an P anets
An LPI topical conference on "Heat and Detachment in Crustal Extension
on Continents and Planets" will be held October 10-12, 1985, in Sedona,
Arizona. Conference conveners are Drs. No Lucchitta and Larry Soderblom,
USGS, Flagstaff, and Dr. Paul Morgan, Purdue University. The goal of the
conference is to bring together people who can provide field, experimental
and theoretical information on the subject of continental extension with
the focr,s on specific mechanisms that are likely to play a major role in
controlling the style of continental extension. The conference will be the
third in a series that has already explored plateau uplift and processes of
planetary rifting. A field trip is being planned following the conference
to take advantage of nearby areas of interest including possible trips to
the Grand Canyon and Verde Valley, or an overflight across and along the
boundary between the craton (Colorado Plateau) and the adjacent Basin and
Range Province. An abstract volume will be produced by LPI for
distribution at the conference. Proceedings of the conference may be
published in a special issue of Tectonophysics.
Workshop on "Cosmogenic Nuclides"
Dr. Robert C. Reedy, Los Alamos National Laboratory, and Dr. Peter
Englert I
 University of Cologne, convened a workshop entitled "Cosmogenic
Nuclides" which was held July 26-27, 1984 in Los Alamos, New Mexico. Forty
participants from a wide range of fields attended this two-day workshop on
the nuclides made by the cosmic rays. Sponsors for the workshop were the
Los Alamos National Laboratory and the Lunar and Planetary Institute. A
volume of abstracts submitted by participants was prepared at LPI and
distributed at the meeting. A post-workshop report will be published by
LPI as an edition of the Technical Report Series.
47th Annual Meteoritical Society Meeting
The 47th Annual Meteoritical Society Meeting was held July YJ - August
2, 1984, at the University of New Mexico, Albuquerque, New Mexico. The
meeting was hosted by the Institute of Meteoritics, Department of Geology,
of the University of New Mexico which co-sponsored the meeting with the
Lunar and Planetary Institute. Additional support was provided by the Los
Alamos National Laboratory. An abstract volume and formal program of
presentations was produced by LPI and distributed to the 296 participants.
Papers presented at the annual meeting will be published in the December
issue of Meteoritics.
Conference on the Origin of the Moon
A contribution to the ECG Project was a topical conference on "The
Origin of the Moon" held on October 12-16, 1984, in Kona, Hawaii. The
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conference, which was sponsored by the Lunar and Planetary Institute, the
Division for Planetary Sciences (DPS) and the National Aeronautics and
Space Administration, was scheduled immediately following the DPS annual
meeting on October 9-12, 1984. A Joint activity for the participants of.
both meetings was a volcano field trip on October 13, 1984. The conference
was convened by Drs. William K. Hartmann of the Planetary Science
Institute, Roger J. Phillips of Southern Methodist University and
G. Jeffrey Taylor of the University of New Mexico. Six half-day sessions
held on October 14-16 were attended by 105 scientists and 14 quests.
Abstract volumes were prepared by the LPI Publications Office and
distributed to the participants. A book entitled Origin of the Moon to be
published by LPI is expected to be ready for distrl F ution7in early19B6.
"Lunar Bases and Space Activities of the 21st Century" Symposium
The "Lunar Bases and Space Activities of the 21st Centruy" Symposium
as an activity of the Lunar Base Study Project was supported by the Lunar
and Planetary Institute and sponsored by NASA Johnson Space Center. The
symposium was held at the National Academy of Sciences in Washington
D.C. October 29-31, 1984. LPI support for the meeting consisted of
administrative support for the steering committee, coordination of meeting
logistics and graphic services. The LPI Publication Department will
publish a proceedings volume resulting from the meeting. Dr. Michael
B. Duke, NASA Johnson Space Center, convened the symposium which was
attended by 300 participants and 62 members of the press. The symposium
provided a forum for the exchange of ideas on the uses of a base on the
Moon for scientific, industrial or other purposes, the technological
implications of a lunar base, the economic, political, international
relations, legal and other social implications of a lunar base, and the
relationship of a lunar base program to other activities in space and on
Earth in the early 21st Century. Participating in the symposium were
government representatives, engineers, former astronauts, socialogists,
architects, environmentalists, planetary scientists and representatives of
several other interest groups concerned with the prospects of a lunar base.
"Water on Mars" Workshop
An LPI sponsored workshop "Water on Mars" was hosted by Dr. Robert
Haberle at NASA Ames Research Center on November 30 and December 1, 1984.
The workshop was the first major activity of the NASA/LPI Study Project
entitled "Mars: The Evolution of its Climate and Atmosphere" (MECA).
Abstracts were accepted and a program established for the workshop by the
MECA Steering Committee chaired by Dr. Ronald Greeley of Arizona State
University. In addition to an abstract volume distributed to the 83
participants at the workshop, an LPI Technical Report will also be produced
by the LPI Publications Office for distribution in mid-1985. Summaries of
the four major questions addressed by thn workshop attendees were presented
at the 1984 Fall American Geophysical Union (AGU) Meeting held in San
Francisco December 3-7, 1984. The summaries of the sessions were presented
at the AGU meeting by the following workshop session chairmen: Dr. Michael
Carr; Dr. Bruce Jakowsky; Dr. James Pollack; and Dr. Heinrich Wanke.
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H. PUBLICATIONS AND COMMUNICATIONS
During this report period, the following projects were completed:
1. The first supplement of Proceedings of the 15th Lunar and
Planetary Science Conference was published November 15. The volume,
published by the American Geophysical Union as a supplement to JGR-red,
contains 29 papers and 364 pages. The role of the Publications
Department in preparing the papers for publication includes the
following tasks: coordinating the review process; copyediting all
manuscripts to JGR specifications; planning and scheduling production
in cooperation with AGU personnel; typesetting manuscripts (with LPI
Production Services Dept.) on a contract basis with individual authors;
marking galleys and shipping them to authors and back to AGU for
correction. The Proceedings Editor is Dr. Graham Ryder of LPI, and the
JGR-red Editor is Dr. Gerald Schubert of UCLA.
2. Abstract Volumes
t
a. An abstract volume entitled Papers Presented to the Conference on
the Origin of the Moon was published by the LPI Publications;
Department during September. The volume contains 48 abstracts and 	 {{{{
numbers 60 pages. The Conference was held in Kona, Hawaii on
	
itOctober 13-16, 1984. A post-conference vo'Jume entitled Origin of
the Moon will be published by LPI during 1985; scientific editors
for the book will be Drs. G. J. Taylor of University of New
Mexico, R. J. Phillips of Southern Methodist University, and
W. K. Hartmann of Planetary Science Institute. 	 s
b. An abstract volume for the Workshop on Water on Mars was
published for distribution at the workshop November 30-December 1.
This 90-page volume contained 39 abstracts. Publication of a
technical report from the workshop is planned for 1985.
3. Lunar and Planetary Institute Contributions
To document the activities of the visiting and staff scientists and
other work supported by the Institute, this formal series called "Lunar
and Planetary Institute Contributions" was initiated in September 1969
while the Institute was tinder the auspices of the National Academy of
Sciences.
The following table shows a periodic listing of the contributions
since implementation of the program:
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PERIOD	 CONTRIBUTIONS	 LPI NUMBERS
Prior to 11 December 1969
	 1	 1
11 December to 31 May 1971 	 68*	 2-69
1 June 1971 to 30 June 1972 	 34	 70-103
1 July 1972 to 30 June 1973 	 49	 104-152
1 July 1973 to 30 June 1974 	 3	 153-184
1 July 1974 to 30 June 1975 	 32	 185-216
1 July 1975 to 30 June 1976 	 30	 217-246
1 July 1976 to 30 June 1977 	 33	 247-279
1 July 1977 to 30 June 1978	 48	 280-327
1 July 1978 to 30 June 1979
	 54	 328-382
t July 1979 to 30 June 1980 	 27	 383-409
July 1980 to 30 June 1981 	 31	 410-440
1 July 1981 to 30 June 1982 	 39	 441-479
1 July 1982 to 30 June 1983 	 39	 480-518
1 July 1983 to 30 June 1984 	 18	 519-525
1 July 1984 to 31 Dec 1984 	 18	 537-554
*Includes 28 contributed papers to LPI's Meteorite Impact and Volcanism
Conference
During the current period, of the 18 papers numbered in the series
through 31 December 1984 11 were authored or co-authored by staff
scientists or other staff members, 5 were by visiting scientists, and 2
included both staff and visiting scientists. (See Appendix IV for list
of LPI Contributions for the period July to December 1984).
4. Lunar and Planetary Information Bulletin
One issue of the Bulletin was published during this reporting
period. The November issue no.39) contained the announcement of the
16th Lunar and Planetary Science Conference, other topical
confercnces'and meetings of interest to the community and the regular
features of news items, new publications, calendar of events, and
current awareness bibliography. Total circulation of the Bulletin now
exceeds 4700.
I. PANELS, TEAMS, WORKING GROUPS, AND COMMITTEES
Lunar and Planetary Geoscience Review Panel (LPGRP)
The Chairman, Dr. G. J. Taylor, of the Lunar and Planetary Geoscience
Review Panel (formerly the Lunar and Planetary Review Panel [LPRPI and the
four Group Chiefs met at Caltech on August 23 and 24 to discuss review
assignments for all proposals received thus far and to make assignments for
proposals expected to be received by the September 1st deadline. Also
discussed ware the budget and plans for the October meeting in Houston.
The full Panel met at the LPI from October 21 athrough October 25. The
newly reconstituted Panel, divided into four groups -- Mineralogy and
i'
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Petrology, Geochemistry, Geophysics, and Planetary Surface Science --
reviewed and evaluated 191 proposals at this annual meeting.
Lunar and Planetary Sample Team LAPST)
The Lunar and Planetary Sample Team, chaired by Dr. L. A. Taylor, met
at the Lunar and Planetary Institute on November 16-18. At this meeting
the team considered 21 requests for lunar samples and generated 10
memoranda to the Chief of the Solar System Exploration Division. They
discussed the long-term agenda for LAPST, curatorial facilities, and lunar
base materials. The team reconsidered the Lin request and proposal for
lunar soil to be used in the preparation and testing of concrete for lunar
base or space station construction.
Meteorite Working Group jtWL
The Meteorite Working Group met in the Mineral Sciences Department of
the National Museum of Natural History, Smithsonian Institution, D. C., on
September 7-9. A special session devoted to a review of the
accomplishments and directions of the MWG program was held Friday morning
for members and a number of invited guests. The Group acted on 33 requests
for samples. They also discussed sample transfer to the Smithsonian,
consortia studies, and future commitments.
Mission Operations and Information Systemstems Subcommittee of the Solar
System Exploration Committee (MOIS/SSEC)
The Mission Operations and Information Systems Subcommittee of the
Solar System Exploration Committee met May 9-11 at the Jet Propulsion
Laboratory, Pasadena. They are concerned with maintaining high quality
science while reducing costs such as low to moderate cost planetary
missions that are to be flown through the end of this century. The Group
met again on August 28-31 at Boulder, Colorado, to prepare a final report.
Planetary Cartography Working Group (PCWG)
The Planetary Cartography Working Group (PCWG), chaired by Dr. Ronald
Greeley, met in Reno, Nevada on November 5. This group discussed in detail
their 1-year plan, the progress being made on planetary coordinates and
reference surfaces, digital cartography, and "radar grammetry". The next
meeting of the PCWG will be in Washington, D. C. on February 11-12.
Early Crustal Genesis Review Panel (ECGRP)
The Early Crustal Genesis Review Panel, chaired by Dr. Kevin Burke,
met at the LP.I on November 12-14 for the purpose of discussing and
determining funding for the twenty-six proposals they received. They also
discussed other aspects of the ECG Program.
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Program Management Working Group SPMWG
The Program Management Working Group, chaired by Dr. Don Bogard, NASA
Discipline Scientist for Planetary Materials and Geochemistry, met in the
Hess Room at the LPI on October 26-27. This Group will serve as a focal-
point for informing NASA Management of scientific highlights pertaining to
the Planetary Materials and Geochemistry Program. The topic for discussion
at this meeting was the broad and long-term issues and policies concerning
the Program.
J. NASA-AMES VERTICAL GUN RANGE (AVGR)
The NASA-Ames Vertical Gun Range (AVGR) supported projects dealing
with impact-induced spallation (application to the martian meteorite
problem) and projectile shape effects (application to crater scaling)
during the report period. Due to problems in procurement at Ames, primers
for the light-gas gun were at a premium and some tests had to be delayed.
During the report period the NASA-Ames contract monitor (Frank Centalonzi)
announced his retirement, and the LPI Science Coordinator (Peter Schultz)
announced his acceptance of an academic position at Brown University. In
order to provide continuity, Dr. Schultz agreed to continue his role as the
LPI Science Coordinator at Brown through a visiting staff scientist
appointment (unsalaried). This one-year arrangement was with concurrence
of W. Quaide, J. Boyce, F. Centalonzi, and K. Burke. During a visit to
NASA-Ames in December, Dr. Schultz met with Frank Centalonzi and his
replacement, T. Polek, to review the AVGR status and natters related to
photographic services. In addition, he met with other NASA-Ames personnel
involved in revitalizing the overall ballistic range programs at Ames. As
a result of these meetings and follow-up communications, some procedural
changes were made in order to improve investigator support.
K. LUNAR AND PLANETARY SCIENCE COUNCIL
The Lunar and Planetary Science Council reports directly to the USRA
Board of Trustees. It has been charged with the responsibility for
advising the Board on all matters relating to USRA activities in lunar and
planetary science. Accordingly, it is the principal USRA group reviewing,
in association with the Director, the programs of the LPI and making
recommendations to the Board on policy matters relating to technical or
scientific programs at the Institute.
Council members during this report period were:
Dr. Klaus Keil (Convener), Institute of Meteoritics, University of New
extco, -Albuquerque.
Dr. Ra mond E. Arvidson, Department of Earth and Planetary Sciences,
as ngtonUniversity, St. Louis.
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Dr: Albert W. Baliz, Department of Geology, Rice University, Houston.
Dr. Richard A. F. Grieve, Division of Gravity. Geotherm, Ottawa,
Ontario.
Dr. William M. Kaula, Department of Earth and Planetary Sciences,
n—liiversity 6T af'ifornia, Los Angeles and National Oceanic and
Atmospheric Administration's National Geodetic Survey Division..
Dr. Harr McSween , Department Geological Sciences, University of
e1 nnessee, Knoxville.
Dr. Gunter Lugmair, Chemistry Department, University of California,
!SinDiego.
Dr. Richard O'Connell, Department of Geological Sciences, Harvard
rUn^ ver y ty, Cambr dge.
Dr. Stanton J. Peale, Department of Physics, University of California,
!Santa Baroara.
Dr. Laurence A. Soderblom, U. S. Geological Survey, Flagstaff.
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ANTICIPATED EFFORT DURING NEXT REPORT PERIOD
1 January 1985 - 30 June 1985
AND BEYOND
Contract negotiations are now in progress with a view to establishment
of a three year committment from NASA, Jul. 85 - Jun. 88.
As implementation of the recommendations of the Solar System
Exploration Committee (SSEC) of the NASA Advisory Council is being
initiated, the Institute is playing a characteristic scientific role
complementary to that of mission dedicated scientific programs. For
example: A Mars geoscience orbiter figures among early planetary explorer
class missions, and the Mars Data Analysis Program, for which the Institute
is responsible, relates closely to the proposed mission. Scientists at the
Institute are also well-equipped to respond to early development of a lunar
science orbiter and to possible renewed lunar exploration. A workshop on
lunar surface materials held in February 1984 represented an initial
involvement in the scientific aspects of these developments and a major
topical conference, held in October 1984, on the origin of the Moon
constituted a more substantial effort.
These examples of planned scientific efforts by the staff in relation
to Mars and the Moon emphasize both the breadth and the flexibility of the
Institute's research efforts. The Institute can successfully fulfill its
numerous service functions for NASA, such as running workshops and
conferences, publishing books and organizing review panels, because the
scientific staff are committed to and active in solar system research and
thus are able to provide for NASA a body of scientific expertise in the
research environment that gives the Institute its unique character.
The Institute has long provided a service for the SSED, and to a
lesser extent for other branches of NASA, in organizing peer review panels,
working groups, and teams. Plans for the next three years involve some
restructuring of the existing panel organization in response to
organizational changes within the SSED, but no radical change in proven
procedures.
Innovations in the Institute within the next three years arr-,
anticipated that relate to the Director's involvement in global geology and
in the history of the Earth as a planetary body. The early history of the
Earth forms part of a major investigation in comparative planetology (Early
Crustal Genesis Program) which is proving successful in bringing together
scientists with varied approaches to a single important issue.
Both the NASA Advisory Council's Earth System Science Committee and
the National Academy of Sciences Global Geology committee are presently
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reviewing the best ways to address problems of global terrestrial geology.
The Institute is outstandingly qualified in staff, facilities and in
operational style to play an extremely important role in new developments
as it has done in other innovative phases over the last 15 years.
Workshops, Meetings, and Conferences (as of this date) for 1985 are:
16th Lunar and Planetary Science Conference - 3/11-15/85
Workshop on the World's Oldest Rocks - 6/19-30/85
MECA Workshop on Evolution of the Martian Climate - 8/10-11/85
Conference on Heat and Detachment in Crustal Extension on Continents and
Planets - 10/10-12/85
The Earth as a Planet (The First Annual LPI/GSA Planetary Workshop) - 10/27/85,
On October 27, the Lunar and Planetary Institute and the Planetary Geology
Division of the Geological Society of America will co-sponsor "The Earth as a
Planet", the first in a series of topical planetary workshops that will be held
in association with the annual meeting of the GSA. This year's one-day workshop
is planned for the Sunday preceding this year's annual meeting in Orlando.
Enthusiasm for the idea of looking at the Earth as a planet is widespread
at this time (see, for example, Burton Edelson's eidtorial in Science, January
25, 1985) and Don Anderson and Kevin Burke have agreed to orginize the workshop.
Four sessions are planned on general themes: 1) Mega-geomorphology, 2) the
mantle: the largest part of the Earth, 3) the Early Earth: a typical ,young
planet? and, 4) new methods of remote sensing of the earth and planets.
For more information (conveners, locations, publications) on Workshops and
Conferences, please see Summary Table in Appendix II, Part A.
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APPENDIX I*
SCIENTIFIC STAFF FY 1985
1 July 1984 - 31 December 1984
Ashwal, Lewis D. (Appointment: 3 September 1980 
"
2 September 1985)
eT^FT	 WWLrGY/GEOCHEMISTRY - origin and evolution of planetary crusts
and mantles; Precambrian geologic history ,  petrology, mineralogy, and
geochemistry of anorthosite and related rocks; origin of magmatic ore
deposits; role of volatiles in igneous and metamorphic processes; Rb-Sr and
Sm-Nd isotope geochronology; fluid inclusion studies; meteorites as
possible martian samples.
Publications*
Ashwal, L. D. (with J. Longhi) 1984. Two-stage models for lunar and
terrestrial anorthosites: Petrogenesis without a magma ocean.
Proc. Lunar Planet. Sci. Conf. 15th, in press.
Ashwal, L. D. (with R. L. Rudnick, D. J. Henry, E. K. Gibson, E. Roedder
and H. E. Belkin) 1984. Fluid inclusions in stony meteorites--a
cautionary note. Proc. Lunar Planet. Sci. Conf. 15th, in press.
Ashwal, L. D. (with P. Morgan, S. A. Kelley and J. A. Percival) 1984. An
Archean crustal radioactivity profile: The Kapuskasing Structural
Zone, Ontario. Geol. Soc. Amer. Abstracts with Programs, v. 16,
p. 433.
Ashwal, L. D. (with R. L. Rudnick and D. L. Henry) 1984. Fluid inclusions
in high-grade gneisses of the Kapuskasing Structural Zone, Ontario:
Metamorphic fluids and uplift/erosion path. Contr. Mineral. Petrol.,
v. 87, pp. 399-406.
Ashwal, L. D. (with J. L. Wooden) 19IS4. Sm-Nd isotopic studies of
Proterozoic anorthosites: Systematics and implications. Proc. NATO
Adv. Study Institute, "The Deep Proterozoic Crust in the North
Atlantic Provinces, Norway, July, 1984, in press.
Ashwal, L. D. (with D. A. Morrison, D. W. Davis, J. L. Wooden,
D. D. Bogard, D. E. Maczuga, and W. C. Phinney) 1984. Age of the
Mulcahy Lake intrusion, NW Ontario, and implications for the evolution
of granite-greenstone terrains. Earth and Planetary Science Letters,
in press.
*Appendix I lists only those publications that have appeared in print or
were in progress during the reportep riod and which were not included in
the previous report.
# _ 77.1_	 V,
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Ashwal, L. . (with D. A. Morrison, D. E. Maczuga, and W. C. Phinney) 198:.
Stratig
D
raphy and petrology of the Mulcahy Lake layered gabbro: An
Archean intrusion in the Wabigoon Subprovince, Ontario.
Jour. Petrology, in review.
Ashwal, L. D. (with J. L. Wooden, W. C. Phinney and 0. A. Morrison) 1985.
Sm-Nd and Rb-Sr isotope systematics of Archean anorthosites and
related rocks from the Superior Province of the Canadian shield.
Earth Planet. Sci. Letters, in review.
ti
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Bills Bruce (Appointment: 13 February 1984 - 13 February 1987)
ft-j' —FMTARY GEOPHYSICS - determination and interpretation of global
scale planetary gravity and topography, with emphasis on tectonic processes
and planetary rotational dynamics.
Publications
Bills, B. G. (with M. Kobrick) 1984. Venus Topography: A Harmonic
Analysis. J. Geophys. Res., 90, 827-836.
Bills, B. G. (with W. S. Kiefer) 1984. A Harmonic Analysis of Venusian
Gravity, EOS, 65 0
 981.
Bills, B. G. (with W. Kiefer) 1984. Atla and Beta: Gravity Models of
Venusian Vulcanic Provinces. EOS, 65 0 982.
Bills, B. G. 1985. Climatic Variations on Venus, in preparation.
Bills, B. G., 1985. Venus Rotation: Orbital Eccentricity Induced
Variations in Tidal and Resonant Torque Balance, in preparation., i
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Burke, Kevin (Appointment: 1 September 1983-)
F	 —MXOGY - research in plate tectonics toield':	 interpret geological
history of the earth; research on operation of Wilson cycle of the opening
and closing of oceans on earth, concentrating on Caribbean evolution over
the last 200 my and early crust in the Archean.
Publications
Burke, K., 1984. Plate tectonic history of the Arctic in: ARCTIC GEOLOGY.
Report o7 Colloquium, Vol. 4, p. 189, 27th International Geological
Congress Moscow, Nauka, Moscow.
Burke, K. (with Paul Mann), 1984. Cenozoic rift formation in the northern
Caribbean, Geology, v. 12, pp. 732-736.
Burke, K. (with P. Mann and T. Matumoto), 1984. Neotectonics of
Hispaniola: plate motion, sedimentation, and seismicity at a
restraining bend. Earth and Planetary Science Letters, 70,
pp. 311-324.
Burke, K. (with P. Mann), 1984. Neotectonics of the Caribbean. Reviews of
Geophysics and Space Physics, Vol. 22, No. 40 pp. 309-362.
1
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Morgan, Paul (Appointment: 2 September 1980 - 12 August 1984)
Field: GEOPHYSICS - heat flow and seismic studies in active tectonic
environments, the genesis, structure and evolution of continental rifts,'
and geothermal systems.
Publications
Morgan, P. (with I. B. Ramberg), 1984. Physical characteristics and
evolutionary trends of continental rifts. Proceedings 27th
International Geological Congress, vol. 7,VN0 - Mc -ie6ce Press BV,
rec , pp. 1
Morgan, P., 1984. The thermal structure and thermal evolution of the
continental lithosphere. Phys. Chem. Earth, vol. 15, pp. 107-193.
Morgan, P. (with W. J. Hinze and L. W. Braile) 1984. Exploration for hot
dry rock geothermal resources in a the midcontinent USA. Los Alamos
National Laboratory Report (3 volumes), in press.
Morgan, P. (with M. P. Golombek) 1984. Two Phases and two styles of
extension in the Northern Rio Grande rift. New Mexico Geological
Society 35th Field Conference Guidebook, pp.-T3-T9-
Morgan, P. (with P. H. Daggett and F. K. Boulos) 1984. Seismicity and
active tectonics of the Egyptian Red Sea margin and the Northern Red
Sea. Journal of Geophysical Research, in press.
Morgan, P., 1984. Crustal radiogenic heat production and the selective
survival of ancient continental crust.Proceedings 15th LPSC; Journal
of Geophysical Research, in press.
Morgan, P. (with C. A. Swanberg) 1984. Heat flow in the Colorado plateau
and adjacent areas. Submitted to 1983 Hamburg IUGG "Plateau Uplift,
Rifts and Volcanism" volume. Journal of Geodynamics, in press.
Morgan, P. (with C. A. Swanberg) 1984. On the Cenozoic uplift and tectonic
stability of the Colorado plateau. Submitted to 1983 Hamburg IUGG
"Plateau Uplift, Rifts and Volcanism" Volume. Journal of Geodynamics,
in press.
•	 ^f
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Ryder, Graham (Appointment: 3 November 1983--)
Fie	 LOGIST - igneous and metamorphic petrology, planetology.
Petrographic, petrochemical, microprobe studies.
Publications
Ryder, G., 1984. Most olivine in the lunar highlands is of shallow origin
(Abs.) Lunar Plan. Sci. XV, 707-708.
Ryder, G., 1984. Olivine in lunar dunite 72415, a rather shallow origin
cumulate (Abs.) Lunar Plan. Sci.XV, 709-710.
Ryder, G. (with B. Spettel) 1984. Towards understanding lunarristine
rocks: pursuing petrogeneous in Stillwater Norite I (Abs .^ Lunar
Plan_ Sci. XV, 711-712.
i
Ryder, G., 1984. Chemistry and origin of oikocrysts in the Stillwater
(Abs.). Trans. Am. Geophys. Union, v. 65, p. 294-295.
Ryder, G., 1984. Minor elements in Marjalahti olivine. Meteoritics 19,
79-83.
Ryder, G. (with B. Spettel) 1985. The Parental Magma for some rocks from
the Norite 1 subzone of the Stillwater: A lunar analog study.
Proc. Lunar Planet. Sci. Conf. 15th, in press.
Ryder, G., 1984. Oxidation and layering in the Stillwater intrusion (Abs.)
Geol. Soc. Am. Abs. with Prog., v. 16, p. 642.
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Schultz, Peter H. (Appointment: 1 September 1976 - 2 September 1984)
Fiei3-'PUMARY GEOLOGY - atmospheric effects on impact crater
formation; emplacement mechanics of ejecta on the Moon and
Mars; experimental impact cratering; structure and evolution of multi-ring
impact basins; Martian polar wandering; computer-code simulation of impact
cratering.
Publications
Schultz, P. H. (with R. A. Arvidson, E. Levinthal and R. S. Saunders),
1983. Remote sensing of the surfaces of terrestrial moons and
planets. In Manual of Remote Sensing, vol, II, second edition,
pp. 2385-2415
Schultz, P. H. (with T. Matsui), 1984. On the brittle-ductile behavior of
iron meteorites: New experimental constraints. Proc. 15th Lunar and
Planetary Science Conf.,J. Geophys. Res., 89, C323-328.
Schultz, P. H. (with D. E. Gault), 1984. Clustered impacts; Experiments
and implications. J. Geophys. Res., Vol, 90, pp. 3701-3732.
Schultz, P. H. (with A. B. Lutz), 1984. Polar wandering on Mars.
Scientific American (in press).
Schultz, P. H. (with A. F. Chicarro and P. Masson) 1984. Global and
regional ridge patterns on Mars. Icarus, in press.
,; ^;.
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LONG TERM VISITORS, THEIR APPOINTMENTS AND PUBLICATIONS DURING
THIS REPORT PERIOD
Clifford, Stephen M., Visiting Post-Doctoral Fellow (Appointment: 31
January - 1984- 31 January 1985).
Field: PLANETARY VOLATILES/GEOLOGY: physics of H 2O and solute
transport in cold planetary regoliths.
Publications
Clifford, S. M., 1984. Do the martian polar caps have equilibrium
profiles? EOS: Trans., Amer. Geophys. Union 65, p. 979.
Clifford, S. M., 1984. Mars: Groundwater mound development in response to
polar basal melting. Abstracts presented to the Workshop: Water on
Mars, pp. 9-11, LPI Houston.
Clifford, S. M., 1984. Mars: Permeability requirements for a global
groundwater system driven by polar basal melting. Abstracts Presented
to the Workshop: Water on Mars, pp. 12-14, LPI Houston.
Clifford, S. M. (with D. Hillel), 1983. Knudsen diffusion: Gaseous
transport in small soil pores, submitted to Soil Science.
Clifford, S. M., 1984. Polar basal melting on Mars. Submitted to 	 P
J. Geophys. Res.	
EE
Clifford, S. M. (with M. L. Allison), 1984. Ice-covered water volcanism on 	 !
Ganymede. Submitted to J. Geophys. Res.
I
Clifford, S. M. (with F. P. Fanale), 1985. The thermal conductivity of the
martian crust. Lunar and Planetary Science Conference XVI, in press, 	 j
Clifford, S. M. (with P. H. Schultz and J. Simon), 1985. Ice-bedded
unconformable deposits as a possible source for outflow/run-off
channels. Lunar and Planetary Science Conference XVI, in press.
t.	 .-
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Francis, Peter, Visiting Senior Scientist (Appointment: 16 February 1981 -
—16FeDruary 1986)
Field: GEOLOGY - early crustal genesis on terrestrial planets.
Publications
Francis, P. W. (with R. S. Thorpe and L. J. O'Callaghan), 1984. Relative
roles of source composition, fractional crystallization and crustal
contamination in the petrogenesis of Andean volcanic rocks (Abs.).
Phil. Trans. Roy. Soc. Lond., A. 310, 675-692.
Francis, P. W. (with R. S. J. Sparks, L. J. O'Callaghan and R. S. Thorpe),
1984. Ignimbrites of the Cerro Galan Caldera, N. W. Argentina.
J. Volcanol. Geotherm. Res., in press.
Francis, P. W., 1984. The origin of the 1883 Krakatau tsunamis.
J. Volcanol. Geotherm. Res., in press.
Francis, P. W., 1984. The Socompa volcano, north Chile and its avalanche
deposits. Geology, in press.
Francis, P. W. (with D. A. Rothery), 1984. A remote sensing study of a
sector collapse volcano (Socompa, North Chile). In Proc. 18th
Int. Symp. on Remote Sensing of Environment, Paris, France, Oct. 1984.
Francis, P. W., 1984. The Origin of the Krakatau Tsunamis.
J. Volcanol. Geotherm. Res., in press.
Francis, P. W. (with R. S. Sparks, L. J. O'Callaghan, and R. S. Thorpe),
1984. Ignimbrites of the Cerro Galan caldera.
J. Volcanol. Geothern. Res., in press.
Francis, P. W. (with L. J. O'Callaghan), 1984. Physical and chemical
evolution of the San Pedro volcano, E1 Loa Province, North Chile.
J.Geol. Soc., London, in press.
Francis, P. W. (with M. Gardeweg, L. J. O'Callaghan, C. F. Ramirez, and
D. A. Rothery), 1984. Catastrophic debris avalanche deposit of
Socompa volcano, North Chile, Geology, in press.
Francis, P. W., 1984. Venus and the VRM Mission, Geology Today, in press.
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Gust, David A., Visiting Post-Doctoral Fellow (appointment: 8 March 1984 -
8 March 1985.
Field: GEOLOGY/Experimental Petrology and Geochemistry
Publications
Gust, D. A. (with R. J. Arculus, J. B. Dawson, R. H. Mitchell, and
R. D. Holmes), 1984. Oxidation States of the Upper Mantle Recorded by
Megacryst Ilmenite in Kimberlite and Type A and B Spirel Lherzolites,
Contrib. Mineral Petrol. 85, pp. 85-94.
Gust, D. A. (with R. J. Arculus, R. J. Moore, E. W. Wolfe, and
G. E. Ulrich), 1984. Mantle-derived Magma Interaction with Crust and
the Development of Hybrid Alkalic-Calcalkalic Lineages,
Geol. Soc. Am. Abstracts 16, pp. 526.
Gust, D. A. (with R. J. Arculus, J. Ferguson, B. W. Chappell, D. Smith,
M. T. McCulloch, I. Jackson, H. D. Hensel, S. R. Taylor, and
J. Knutson), 1984. Eclogites and Granulites in the Lower Continental
Crust: Examples from Eastern Australia and Southwestern U. S. A.: in
Eclo ite and Eclogite-facies Rocks, Developments in Petrology
D. C. Smith, ed.), Chapter 6, in press.
Gust, D. A. (with M. A. Uliana, K. T. Biddle, and D. W. Phelps), 1984.
Significado del Volcanismo y Extension MesoJurasicos en el Extremo
Meridional de SudAmerica: Revista Argentina, in press.
Gust, D. A. (with K. T. Biddle, D. W. Phelps, and M. A. Uliana), 1984.
Associated Middle-to-Late Jurassic Volcanism and Extension in Southern
South America, Tectonophys, in press.
Gust, D. A. (with R. J. Arculus), 1984. Petrogenesis of Alkalic and
Calc-Alkalic rocks of Mormon Mountain Volcanic Field, Arizona.
Submitted to Contrib. Mineral Petrol.
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Zimbelman, James R. - Visiting Post-Doctoral Fellow (Appointment: 5
— ovembe 1984 5 November 1985)
Field: PLANETARY GEOLOGY - Analysis of high resolution thermal
infrared and photographic data from the equatorial region of Mars.
Publications
Zimbelman, J. R. (with R. Greeley), 1984. Topographic effects on the
visual reflectance values of Ascraeus Mons, Mars.
Bull. Am. Astron. Soc., 16, p. 681.
Zimbelman, J. R., 1984. Photogeology of Ascraeus Mons, Mars:
Elevation-dependent depositional record. Geol. Soc. Am. Abs. Prog.,
16, p. 705.
Zimbelman, J. R. (with R. Greeley), 1984. Geologic interpretation of remote
sensing data for the martian volcano Ascraeus Mons. Reports of the
Planetary Geology Program, NASA TM (in press).
Zimbelman, J. R. (with J. Fink), 1984. Field measurements of the 1983
Royal Gardens lava flows, Kilauea volcano, and 1984 Mauna Loa lava
flow, Hawaii. Reports of the Planetary Geology Program, NASA TM (in
press).
Zimbelman, J. R., 1984. Geologic interpretation of remote sensing data for
the martian volcano Ascraeus Mons. (Accepted for publication in
Advances in Planetary Geology, NASA TM).
Zimbelman, J. R., 1984. Estimates of rheologic properties for flows on the
martian volcano Ascraeus Mons. (In preparation.)
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APPENDIX I - PART C
STAFF 8 VISITOR OFF-SITE SCIENTIFIC ACTIVITIES
I July 1984 - 31 December 1984	 ,,
Dr. Kevin Burke spent July 11 -17 in Trinidad conducting geodynamic field
studies and looking at geophysical data as part of a program to investigate
the way in which 7,.000 kilometers of motion of the Caribbean plate, with
respect to South America in the last 40 million years, has been
accommodated. (These studies were funded by the Geodynamic Program.)
Dr. Graham Ryder conducted field work on Mulcahy Lake Intrusion near Dryden
(Ontario) Canada, July 23 - 29, and attended the Meteoritical Society
Annual meeting, July 30 - August 2, and the Program Committee meeting for
the Conference on the Origin of the Moon, August 3-4, Albuquerque, New
Mexico.
Mr. Kin Leung attended the Eleventh ACM SIG-GRAPH and Gould/DeAnza User
Group meetings in Minneapolis, Minn. July 24-27.
Ms. Pam Jones assisted with logistics at the Workshop on Cosmogenic	 j
Nuclides, July 26-27, Los Alamos, N. M.; provided organizational and
logistical support for the 47th Meteoritical Society Meeting, July 30-
August 3; attended the Program Committee meeting for the Conference on the
Origin of the Moon, August 3-4, Albuquerque, N. M.
Dr. Kevin Burke attended the USRA/LPI Lunar and Planetary Science Council
meeting on July 29 and the Meteoritical Society Meeting on July 30 in
Albuquerque, N. M.
Ms. Jane Fuller, LPI Summer Intern, visited the McDonald Observatory,
University of Texas, Austin, to use their spectrometer to obtain data for
use in her summer research project, July 30-August 5. Ms. Fuller's visit
was under the guidance of her project advisor, Dr. Andrew Potter from JSC.
Dr. Peter Schultz attended a workshop on Space Station Experiments in
Planetary Geology at USGS in Flagstaff, Arizona, August 5-7.
Dr. Paul Morgan visited the AMOCO Production Company (International),
Houston, to give a seminar on "Subsurface Temperatures in Rift
Environments" on August 6. (This visit was at no cost to the LPI).
Members of the Computer Center, Mr. Leung, Ms. McAllister, Mr. Fessler,
Mr. Jones, and Ms. Lyon, attended the 2nd Annual Houston Local DECUS
Symposium on August 16 and 17.
Ms. Pam Jones visited Godthaab, Greenland on August 26 (with plans to
return September 7) to arrange the logistics for the Early Crustal Genesis
related workshop on the "World's Oldest Rocks".
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Dr. Lew Ashwal spent September 5 at the Geology Department of the
University of Houston (Main Campus) using their rock crushing equipment.'
Ms. Lila Mager and Ms. Carla Owen provided logistical support for the
Meteorite Working Group meeting in Washington, D. C. on September 7-9.
Ms. Olene Edwards and Ms. Sheila Bowles attended a NASA sponsored training
seminar on the IBM PC DOS System and the Lotus 1-2-3 at the Beta Building,
Clear Lake City, on September 10 and 11 -- Ms. Edwards in the morning and
Ms. Bowles in the afternoon. (The seminar was timely since the Accounting
Department only recently acquired IBM PC equipment which makes the USRA and
the LPI Accounting Departments compatible.)
Ms. Pam Thompson and Mr. Carl Grossman attended a training seminar on the
use of the EPICS photocomposition system at AM Varityper in Houston,
September 10 through 14. The training is related to the recent upgrades to 	 j
the equipment in the typesetting office.
Mr. Kin Leung, Ms Jackie Lyon, Ms. Olene Edwards, and Ms. Sheila Bowles
attended a NASA sponsored advanced Lotus (spreadsheet) class on the IBM PC
in the Beta Building in Clear Lake City on September 20.
Dr. Lew Ashwal presented a lecture on September 27 at the Rice University,
Department of Space Physics and Astronomy, entitled "Fieteorites from Mars".
Dr. Kevin Burke presented a talk at the University of Wyoming in Laramie
entitled "Tectonics of China" and conducted Early Crustal Reconnaissance of
Wyoming, October 3-6. (Portion of trip paid for by U. Wyoming.)
Dr. Kevin Burke attended a portion of the Division for Planetary Sciences
meeting, the LPI Co-sponsored Conference on the Origin of the Moon, and a
meeting of the Planetary Meetings Steering Committee in Kona, Hawaii,
during the period October 11-16.
Ms. Pam Jones provided administrative and logistic support for the Origin
of the Moon Conference and attended a meeting of the Planetary Meetings
Steering Committee in Kona, Hawaii, during the period October 12-17.
Ms. LeBecca Turner provided logistical and clerical support for the Origin
of the Moon Conference in Kona, Hawaii, during the period October 12-17.
Dr. Graham Ryder (Program Committee Member) attended the Conference on the
Origin of the Moon in Kona, Hawaii, October 13-16.
Ms. Rebecca McAllister and Mr. Brian Fessler attended the AIAA Non von
Neumann Computers Workshop at the Nassau Bay Hilton, October 16 and 17.
Ms. Pam Jones administered logistics for the Lunar Bases and Space
Activities of the 21st Century Symposium in Washington, D. C. on October
28-31.
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Dr. Kevin Burke attended the Geopotential Research Mission meeting at t.hg
University of Maryland in College Park, a portion of the Symposium on Lunar
Bases in Washington, D. C., the COCORP meeting at Cornell in Ithaca, and
gave a lecture at the Louisiana State University in Baton Rouge entitled
"Tectonics of China" during the period October 28 - November 1. (Portions
of this trip were funded by other sources.)
Dr. Lew Ashwal attended and presented a paper at the Geological Society of
America meeting in Reno, Nevada, November 4-9. The title of his paper was
"An Archean Crustal Radioactivity Profile: The Kapuskasing Structural
Zone, Ontario".
Dr. David Gust attended and presented a paper at the Geological Society of
America meeting in Reno, Nevada, November 4-9. The title of his paper was
"Mantle-Derived Magma Interaction with Crust and the Development of Hybrid
Alkalic-Calcalkalic Lineages". Dr. Gust participated in a post-meeting
field trip on a convergent margin.
Dr. Stephen Clifford, in his role as Project Scientist, attended a MECA
(Mars: The Evolution of its Climate and Atmosphere) Steering Committee
meeting at the GSA meeting in Reno, Nevada, November 5.
Dr. Kevin Burke attended the Geological Society meeting and MECA Steering
Committee meeting in Reno, Nevada, November 4-8.
Ms. Tracy McCasay and Ms. Renee Dotson attended a one-day seminar on
"Working with People" held in Houston, November 13.
Dr. Kevin Burke spent the period November 26 -30 at SONY in Albany New York
working with graduate students on problems of the geodynamic history of the
Earth (funded through the reodynamics Program of NASA).
Ms. LeBecca Turner provided logistics support November 29-December 2 for
the LPI MECA "Water on Mars" Workshop held at the Ames Research Center,
Moffett Field, California.
Dr. Bruce Bills attended the LPI MECA "Water on Mars" Workshop, Ames
Research Center, Moffett Field, California, November 30-December 1.
Dr. David Gust presented a seminar on November 30 at the Department of
Geology, University of Houston, entitled "Primary Island Arc Basalts:
Their Nature and Evolution".
Mr. Kin Leung'attended the Data Systems Users Working Group (DSUWG) meeting
at Stanford University, Palo Alto, California, Nov. 30 and Dec. 1.
Dr. Stephen Clifford attended a meeting of the MECA Steering Committee at	 y '
NASA Ames (Moffett Field, CA.) on December 1; presented a talk entitled
"Mars: Permeability Requirements for a Global Groundwater System Driven by
Polar Basal ,•felting" at the LPI/MECA Water on Mars Workshop held at NASA
Ames, November 31 and December 1; and presented a talk entitled "Do the
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Martian Permanent Polar Caps have Equilibrium Profiles?" at the AGU meeting
in San Francisco on December 3rd.
Dr. Kevin Burke attended the AGU meeting where, with Ron Greeley of ASU, he
chaired an all-day session on Water on Mars and the USRA Lunar and
Planetary Science Council meeting in San Francisco, and a MECA Steering
Committee meeting at Ames during the period December 1-6. He also attended
an ESSC Solid Earth Geophysics Working Group meeting in Monterey Bay,
December 7-11. (The ESSC meeting was funded by other sources.)
Ms. Pam Jones attended a MECA Steering Committee meeting at Ames Research
Center, Moffett Field, CA., on December 1.
Dr. Graham Ryder discussed LPSC Proceedings with AGU representatives (in
conjunction with his role as Proceedings Editor) in San Francisco, December
3 and 4.
Ms. Karen Hrametz, LPI Managing Editor, met with AGU representatives, PMSC
(Planetary Meetings Steering Committee) representatives, and editors in San
Francisco on December 3 and 4 to discuss the LPSC Proceedings.
Dr. Bruce Bills attended the AGU meeting in San Francisco, December 3-6.
He worked with W. L, Sjogren on Venus Gravity research at JPL in Pasadena,
December 8-12.
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Lunar and Planetary Institute Worluhopt and Conference
Much 1982—October 1985
Topic Men Coeveoen Atuodance-Sponsor Publication
13th Lunar and Planetary Science Conference 3115.19182 M. Duke 357—LPIIJSC Abstract Volume
R. PhWipt hotted by JSC Proceedings Volume
Workshop on Antarctic Glaciology and 1110.21182 M. IJpsehuU 39—LPI Abs.—LPI  Tech, Rpt.
Meteorites C ftu
Workshop on Planetary Tectonics 4/10.21112 R. Phillips 12—LPIIn Burnet. TX.
_
4% Annual Mating of the 9113.16182 R. Walker 210—LPI, Abstract Volume
Meteoritical Society G. Crow. Washington U.McDonnell Ctr.
for the Space Sci.
Conference an Planeury Volatile$ 1019.12182 R. Pepin 100—LPI Abstract Volume
R. OCome0 Arrowwood LPI Technical Report
Conference Ctr.
Alexandria, MN
Workshop on Pristine Lunar W_h1ands Rocks 10/15-17162 J. Longhi 41—LPI Abstracts
and the Early History of the Moun G. Ryder Tnselodge LPI Tahnkal ReportNew Orleans
Conference on Chondrules and their Origins 1111548182 E. King 64--LPI Abstract VolumeProceedings Volume
11th Lunar and Planetary Science Con@rence 3/14-16183 M. Duke 523—LPIIAGU/ Abstract Volume
R. Philips JSC-hosted by JSC Proceedings Volume
1983 Arehean Otochembtry — 8110.16163 L. Ashwal 46—LPII0eeI. Abowts, Field Guide
Early Crustal Genesis Field Workshop K. Cud Survey of Canada LPI Technical Report
Workshop on Put and Present Solar Radiation: 9/34163 D. McKay 6l1—LPI at Abstracts Volume
Record In Meteoritic and Lunar RegoOlh Material R. Pepin Max-Planck-lust. Technical Report
In Mainz, F.R.G.
161h Annual Mating of the Meteoritical Society 915.9183 F. Begemann 300—LPI,
H. Weoke Max Planck lost,
In Mainz, F.R.G.
Annual Mating of the Association of Earth 1019.12183 R. Ridings 93—LPIIAESE
Science Editors R. Merrill hosted by LPI
wleeuions at
Nassau Bay Hilton
Houton, TX.
Workshop on Luau Surface Materish 211415181 G. He(ken I5—LPI Book
L. Taylor
15th Luou and Planctary Science Conference 3112.16184 M. Duke 550—LPIIJSCI Abstract Volume
K. Burke AGU/DPSIMet. Proceedings Volume
Soe, honed by
JSC
Workshop on Early Earth •fbe Interval from 4123.25181 K. Burke SO—LPI Abstract Volume
Accretion to the Older Amhean Technical Report
Workshop on Cosmogenic Nuclides 7126-27/81 R. Reedy 40—LPI Technical Report
47tb Annual Meteoritical Society Meeting 7130.812181 K. Kell 2%—LPI, Abstract Volumelot, Meteoritics d
Dept. Geology
u Univ. NM
Conference on the Origin of the Moon 10113.16181 W. Hartmann 105—LPI A DPS Abstract Volume
R. Phillips Kona, Hawail Proceedings Volume
J. Taylor
Conference on Water on Man 11130.12111& R. Greeley 83—LPI Jr Abstract Volume
R. Habcrle NASA Amu Technical Report
16th Lunar and Planetary Science Conference 3111.15/85 K. Burke -500—LPI Abstract Volume
M. Duke Proceedings Volume
Workshop on the WorlM, Oldest Rocks 6119.30185 L, Ashwal -30—LPI Abstract Volume
V. McGregor Godthaab, Greenland Technical Report
Workshop on Evolution of the Martian Climate 11100.11@5 M. Carr -10—LPI Abstract Volume
C. Isovy Technical Report
R. Pepin
Conference on Hat and Detachment in Central 10110.12185 1. Lucchitta -75—LPI A USGS Abstract Volume
Extension on Contimnu and Picots P. Morgan Proceedings in
t
APPENDIX II	 -	 PART B
SEMINAR SERIES
1 July 1984 - 31 December 1984
DATE SPEAKER (S) TOPIC
July 6 Dr. Alan Binder "Mare Basalt Petrogenesis"
NRC Sr.
	 Fellow/JSC
July 20 Dr. Mike Zolensky "Identification of Fine-Grained
NRC/JSC Phases in Carbonaceous Chondrites"
August 10 Dr. John D. Clemens "The Petrology of an Unexposed
Ariz. State Univ. Lower Crustal Terrain"
August 17 Dr. Arch Reid "Basalts of the Southern Oceans"
Univ. of Capetown
September 7 Dr. Stephen Moorbath "Dating the Oldest Terrestrial
Oxford University Rocks: Fact and Fiction"
September 12 Dr. James E. McCoy "Electrodynamic Tethers"
NASA/JSC
October 1 Dr. Peter Denning/Res.Inst. "Visions of Scientific Computing
Adv. Computer Sci.(RIACS) Around 1995"
October 12 Dr.	 Bruce Bills "Venus: Gravity and Rotation"
LPI
October 19 Mr. Robert Richmond "Space Radiation and the Shuttle"
NASA/JSC
November 1 Dr. Alfred Nier "Fifty Years of Mass Spectrometry
U. Minnesota Applied to Geophysical and Geo-
chemical Research"
"The Role of Carbon in Ureilite
Petrogenesis"
"Patent and Cryptic Metasomatism
in Mantle Xenoliths: Causes and
Implications"
November 15
	
Dr. Cyrena Goodrich
U. New Mexico
November 30
	
Dr. Pam Kempton
NRC/JSC
APPENDIX II	 -	 PART B (continued)
SEMINAR SERIES
1 July 1984 - 31 December 1984
TOPIC
"Filling in of Fraunhofer Lines
in the Spectrum of the Moon and
Mercury"
"Chromite Seams in Layered
Intrusions: Experimental Data
and Genetic Models"
DATE
	
SPEAKER (S)
December 7
	
Dr. Tom Morgan
Southwestern Univ.
December 20
	
Dr. Stephen Barnes
NRC/JSC
APPENDIX III
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APPENDIX III
OTHER SCIENCE RELATED MEETINGS AND ACTIVITIES HELD AT LPI
1 July 1984 - 31 December 1984
Brown-Bag Seminars involving the LPI Summer Interns were held on July 6,
13 0 20, and 27 at the LPI.
The JSC conducted an Astronaut Candidate Orientation on July 9-11 at the
LPI.
The JSC Astronomical Society held meetings at the LPI on July 13; August
17; October 20; December 6 and 19.
The JSC Institutional Data Systems Division of the Mission Support
Directorate held a retreat at the LPI on July 17.
Mrs. McAllister and Mrs. Mary Ann Hager served as hosts for the Remote
Sensing Class from the University of Houston/Clear Lake on July 23rd.
Mrs. McAllister gave a demonstration of the Image Processing Facility and
Mrs. Hager gave a tour of the Planetary Image Center.
The JSC Space and Life Sciences Division held a Peer Review meeting at the
LPI on August 2-4.
Brown-Bag Seminars involving the LPI Summer Interns and their Advisors were
held at LPI on August 3, 10, and 17. Channel 11 News (Houston) filmed
several Interns conducting their work and/or giving presentations on August
10 at LPI and at JSC; a short program was aired at 5pm (local time) that
same evening.
Members of the JSC and NASA Headquarters Personnel Offices held a
Personnel/Payroll Systems Study meeting at LPI on August 6-10.
The JSC Medical Operations Branch held a Health Maintenance Facility
Advisory Group meeting at the LPI on August 6 and 7.
The JSC Space and Life Sciences Division held a Project Review meeting at
the LPI on August 27-28.
The JSC Flight Crew Operations Directorate held Astronaut Candidate
Training sessions at the LPI on August 27, 28, 30, and 31; September 4, 6,
7, 17-21, and 24-27; October 3-5 and 16-19; December 10-12.
A meeting of the Lunar Base Conference Steering Committee held a meeting at
the LPI on September 17. The Conference, entitled "Lunar Bases and Space
Activities of the 21st Century", took place in Washington, D. C. on October
29-31 (see Schedule G).
NASA/JSC conducted a debriefing of Shuttle 41-G Mission Astronauts at the
LPI on October 15.
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The JSC Institutional Data Systems Division/Mission Support held a Space'
Station Software Management Planning Workshop at the LPI on October 17-19.
USRA Headquarters conducted a planning meeting for University Programs in
Advanced Mission Design at the LPI on October 24-25.
Ms. Rebecca McAllister conducted an Image Proces^ing User's meeting at the
LPI on November 6.
The JSC Systems Engineering and Integration Office held a senior level
retreat at the LPI on November B.
USRA's Division of Space Biomedicine held a meeting, chaired by Dr. Paul
Coleman, at the LPI on November 13,
NASA/JSC conducted a debriefing of Shuttle 51-A Mission Astronauts at the
LPI on November 19.
Dr. John Annexstad of JSC held a planning meeting at the LPI on November 20
to discuss the up-coming International Workshop on Antarctic Meteorites to
be held in July 1984 in Mainz, Germany.
Dr. Sam Pool of the JSC Medical Sciences Division held a meeting at the LPI
on November 27 to discuss the life science module for the Space Station.
Dr. D. Bogard /JSC, Discipline Scientist for Planetary Materials and
Geochemistry, held a NASA Program Management meeting at the LPI on December
4.
The JSC Employee Development Branch held a Personnel Retreat at the LPI on
December 5.
USRA's Division of Space Biomedicine held a meeting at the LPI on December
5.
The JSC Space Station Projects Office held a Technology Advocacy Group-F
meeting at the LPI on December 5 and 6.
The Systems Development Branch of the Space and Life Sciences Directorate
at JSC held a Module Research meeting at the LPI on December 20.
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APPENDIX IV
LUNAR AND PLANETARY INSTITUTE CONTRIBUTIONS
1 JULY 1984 TO 31 DECEMBER 1984
537 PAPERS PRESENTED TO THE 47TH ANNUAL MEETING OF THE
METEORITICAL SOCIETY, JULY 30 - AUGUST 2, 1984
HOUSTON, LP1 9
 1984. 227 PP.
53i
	 BROWN, L.L. + GOLOMDEK, M.P.
TECTONICS ROTATIONS WITHIN THE RIO GRANDE RIFT:
EVIDENCE FROM PALEOMAGNETIC STUDIES
JOURNAL OF GEOPHYSICAL RESEARCH. (TO BE PUBLISHED)
539 MCDONOUGH, W.F. + NELSON, D.O.
GEOCHEMISTRY OF THE PERALKALINE PAISANO VOLCANO, WEST
TEXAS; IMPLICATIONS FOR MAGMA PROCESSES
GEOCHIMICA ET COSMOCHIMICA ACTA (TO BE PUBLISHED)
540 LPI EDITORIAL BOARD
PAPERS PRESENTED TO THE CONFERENCE ON THE ORIGIN OF THE MOON
OCTOBER 13-16, KONA, HAWAII. HOUSTON, TEXAS, LPI,
1984. 71 PP.
541	 BURKE, K. + KIDD, W.S.F. + KUSKY, T.M.
PONGOLA STRUCTURE OF SOUTHEASTERN AFRICA: THE WORLD'S
OLDEST PRESERVED RIFT?
JOURNAL OF GEODYNAMICS (TO BE PUBLISHED)
542	 RUDNICK, R.L. + ASWAL, L.D. + HENRY, D.J.
+ GIBSON, E.K. + ROEDDER, E. + BELKIN, H.E.
+ COLUCCI, M.T.
FLUID INCLUSIONS IN STONY METEORITES -- A CAUTIONARY
NOTE
PROCEEDINGS 15TH LUNAR AND PLANETARY SCIENCE CONFERENCE
(TO BE PUBLISHED)
543	 LONGHI, J. + ASHWAL, L.D.
TWO-STAGE MODELS FOR LUNAR AND TERRESTRIAL ANORTHOSITES:
PETROGNESIS WITHOUT A MAGMA OCEAN
PROCEEDINGS 15TH LUNAR AND PLANETARY SCIENCE CONFERENCE
(TO BE PUBLISHED)
544 MATSUI, T. + SCHULTZ, P.
BRITTLE-DUCTILE BEHAVIOR OF IRON METEORITES: NEW
EXPERIMENTAL CONSTRAINTS
PROCEEDINGS 15TH LUNAR AND PLANETARY SCIENCE CONFERENCE
(TO BE PUBLISHED)
--
a.R.
545 ASHWAL,L.D. + WOODEN„J.L
SM-ND ISOTOPIC STUDIES OF PROTEROZOIC ANORTHOSITES:
SYSTEMATICS AND IMPLICATIONS
PROCEEDINGS OF NATO ADVANCED STUDY INSTITUTE - THE DEEP
PROTEROZOIC CRUST IN NORTH ATLANTIC PROVINCES
(TO BE PUBLISHED)
546 GUST,D. + BIDDLE, K.T. + PHELPS, D.W. + ULIANA, M.A.
ASSOCIATED MIDDLE-TO-LATE JURASSIC VOLCANISM AND
I EXTENSION IN SOUTHERN SOUTH AMERICA
TECTONOPHYSICS.	 (TO BE PUBLISHED)
547 BILLS, B.G.	 + KOBRICK, M.
VENUS TOPOGRAPHY--A HARMONIC ANALYSIS
JOURNAL OF GEOPHYSICS.	 (TO BE PUBLISHED)
548 TAYLOR, F.W. + MANN, P. + VALASTRO, S. JR. + BURKE, K.
STRATIGRAPHY AND RADIOCARBON CHRONOLOGY OF A SUBAERIALLY
EXPOSED HOLOCENE CORAL REEF, DOMINICAN REPUBLIC
JOURNAL OF GEOLOGY.
	
(TO BE PUBLISHED)
549 FRANCIS, P.W. + MCDONOUGH, W.F. + HAMMILL, M. +
S
O'CALLAGHAN, L.J. + THORPE, R.,S.
THE CERRO PURICO SHIELD COMPLEX, NORTH CHILE }
IN: ANDEAN MAGMATISM: CHEMICAL AND ISOTOPIC CONSTRAINTS
EDITED BY R.S. HARMON AND B.A. BARREIRO.
	 SHIVA PUBLISHING
LTD.	 PP.	 106-123,	 1984.
550 SCHULTZ, P.H. +	 GAULT, D.
!
CLUSTERED IMPACTS: EXPERIMENTS AND IMPLICATIONS
JOURNAL OF GEOPHYSICAL RESEARCH.
	 (TO BE PUBLISHED)
551 CHICARRO, A.F. + SCHULTZ, P.N. + MASSON, P.
GLOBAL DISTRIBUTION OF RIDGES ON MARS
ICARUS.
	 (TO BE PUBLISHED)
552 BURKE, K. + KIDD, W.S.F. + KUSKY, T. j
IS THE VENTERSDORP RIFT SYSTEM OF SOUTHERN AFRICA RELATED
TO A CONTINENTAL COLLISION BETWEEN THE KAAPVAAL ...
TECTONOPHYSICS.	 (TO BE PUBLISHED)
553	 HORZ, F. + CINTALA, M.J. + SEE, T.H. + CARDENAS, F. +
THOMPSON, T.D.
GRAIN SIZE EVOLUTION AND FRACTIONATION TRENDS IN AN
EXPERIMENTAL REGOLITH.
PROCEEDINGS OF THE 15TH LUNAR AND PLANETARY SCIENCE
CONFERENCE C183-C196. 1984.
554 MORGAN, P.
CRUSTAL RADIOGENIC HEAT PRODUCTION AND THE SELECTIVE
SURVIVAL OF ANCIENT CONTINENTAL CRUST
PROCEEDINGS OF THE 15TH LUNAR AND PLANETARY SCIENCE
CONFERENCE PART 2, 1985. (TO BE PUBLISHED)
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NEWSLETTER TLunar & Planetary k	 ^`
Number 7, Aujwt, IW4	 Kinpong Leung, Editor
	
In IfWANUe7 ROWPNI14MdhcusseilMvaftnospecb	 wrtow anual,lfyouf^?e^, awlmnuoftheGDF,you
	
a the Geophysical Data Focil"y (GDF) and Guider the 	 will haw your own acs	 ,on the UPI VAX, and you will
	
nKKW through anlnterocthre session withtheUPIcomps- 	 access the GDF program through this account, For hUrnon
	
ter. In a following article, Pefer-Froncls discusses some
	
twlpvAhGDF,youdrou4dcdlOdonFawlerat71340&2184,
	
F^trr search an volcanology at the Image Processing
	 q
	 Data Sole
l j^ TMtil ) ^ tyafa sob on the GDF are Earth, 4 Yksorter-
GEOPHXSICAL DATA FACILITY 	 `J^,' aepn^ »',ogaofSEASATaMIrT»fryNSvrrocean)'uildof /' 	 \
toPoOroPhY% Mors Lln^o^-^tit(LtJS)pra^AtydatmVinu t (	 llntroduetlou	 OuortehdeGnet*l^^ y4',^cf(CSFJ^+ q^ty!, o. Data
	
TTh
eppurpowattM Geophysical Data FaellNY(GDF)Isto	 sets to be added-;Wt or jitu4 ^ 0iva,j*ato ark\
	
proV ^t ♦NIC.MntMacommmIgNMhcocoatoonumber 	 QII iM, ^I}t^,rung.`tlfYYjlS3T1.^ ^CQ1^"j! h.` 1N'lr	 \,;.'!:r.,
	of kuge, Global Geophysical data basse for Earth, Moon, 	 Of tMX	 tt>Y crosj^a,la +far,.etx ,(s t	 ^,	 ` ,
	Man andVenutByacaawemeantheabllnytoropldy 	 1	 °A",Topsr^c 5,esrdleplttweaas3dltY31^V I
	
zoom In an a subset of a global data set, to dbplay this
	 rTt'sA t ^,t Ttte	 oil grrsMy dulrt ,can oi.	 _. $;,
	
subsist InavorletyawaVL
 and toeasily model the data. 	 dliplayedl	 an(	 onry ^[^thlGr^des,afiarte^li^cttr^nhsrpdc,l
f	 option, TM gravity data can also be dltpiayed In pr I&
Mechanics of Accessing the GDF 	 IornaUAtpfewht,lheVenusprovllyuiofot^nbsrtrodeled
	
ftGDFIsbeing designed pdmodtvwtth the wrruotewer
	
bV several functionalreprewntatlons of density disMbu
	
InmlpO W., weeegset ,•tthatthemala ofussrswlnaewts	 tlon. The Mort grovlty data will beobWtobe modeled as
the ry►Yem from their home terminals via.,	 mconnec-	 soon as we can enter the }Iles of s pacecraft state porn-
	
tim,Agrophicsterminaibneededat it*horoutnstthdlan,	 Tmefers.
and at present, the terminal must be able to use DEC
	
REGISgrophIcssoffwore,WrywonGDFwlllabotvaablato 	 An 9frampte
	
work with Tektronlcs PLOT10 software. It b also poalble to
	
One of our prime motivatlons for establishing the GDF.
	
select color Image oufpuatfrom the GDFprogrom, but the 	 was to bring to the scientific community the abllitV to
	
mope will be physically produced at the UPI, This can be 	 access and Guontttafhrey deal with orbital grov8y data
	
preartanged by phone call, and the Imago will be 	 for the terrestrial planets. These are robust data sets thatI	
mYou will ant toter he GDF program at 1200 baud	 bemuse, efeel^the dHi cyuttya dealing with thenorb-
	
because30D boudwlll put you to sleep. Although yjq hove	 tal dynor,., aspects of the data. The GDF attempts to
reeentb 1	 step to Improve the sihrotion, we	 m
	
still find	 re ove this obstacle so that Individuals can very nearly
	
the ph" lino intoLPlnolderthantheVshouldbe,Hope- 	 treat this data In the traditional waV,surfacegra*data
	
fully, this sllr; ?tion will be co(rected soon; at present If 	 on Earth has been dealt with. It Is natural that the present
	
couidtokeyousevei Ito stopidruptheccrlerslpnal,bust 	 version of the GDF program is best developed In gravity
	
donYbedbcouroged, The LPlcomputerlshee(toyou),so	 dbplayandrnodeling and this lithe bosisfartheexampie
	
your opense Is golne to be phone time. At present, you	 that follows,
	
accasthe GDF bywha*w"disfanoe phone service 	 Figure 1 shows the screen display from the start of the
	
lsavallat"toyou.Wearecaxwned that phone eatswlll 	 GDFpmgfom through selection olVenusLOSgravltydoto.
	
become an Inhibiting factor In using the GDR we need	 Atterspeclfying the creation ofanewdato file, the screen
	
feedback from the community an this. Commercial ser 	 will appear at In Figure 2, showing the various ways of
	
vlmaromcNabte (atatbsdm n#*costtoLPr)thatcoUd	 picking asubsetathegloboidatosetThecholcesmcde
significantly,,lower phone charges to the user, 	 are shown In Figure 3,whlah Isolates aregion centered on
Herb's what you do to access the GDF
	
the Beta R^,glo area. In Figure  we have chosen a display(1)Dial up the UPI VAX at 713.086-0214, 	 14 ! ? m, , n16601 coverage of ft selected data wt, The(2)When you obtain the carrier, press RETURN on your	 )Nppaaronce at the northern limit Is due to the
citW
	
keyboor
(3) AfterL ERNAME; mppearti"GDRA&prmRETLRN	
^W ^^^ltltadUplayandpod on. We will skip the orbitald.	 §	 n, ^ ,altitude cutoff
imetlytomodNing.Figure5
l	 (4) AfterPASSWORM appears,	 GDF	 showsthe screen at the start a the modeling run, Here we'
	
You will now be in the GDF program. It Is menu driven	 trout chosen to model Beta Regio with a disk conforming
	
and se f-eplanatory. You should be able to we if without
	 to the curvature of the planet and to tat the model 	 f
	
any external help, However, deep dawn In ge we don't	 against the observed LOS data of Orbit 567, The param-
	
mdly bellow this Is totally true, and we are working on a	 eters entered for the model are shown af,the bottom of
_ y
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the screen display and at the top of the next rcnin do- Try k, You9 Like k (MeyM)
play(Figure 6). Aftswthe outFwf nb Is nomedit sum nary 1M above discussion Is Intended to load you as gently
of the model ("CURVED DISK "V DATA") Is dkplayed as paslble Into the mystorNs of the GDF program. MW
while then odelcuWIs being calculatmd . The results of erxarapeyoutotygandk)oktawadtoywmwnents
the modeling, which tokv the a3ft dynamla Into when you do a: As you mud suspect, lMGDFsoflworeUln
account, are drown In Flpune 7 (dotted line) along with various Mapes of development and we an cotolnly In an
the observed LOS proNty data ([dld Ilne} emOrnental mode. Neverthekm, some pats of It an
The subjectof modeling In the GDFproprom Ito lenpthy working Y ywellandweareconflWntthatyoucanuse
ell scuselonInUMM and wlllbe treated lnthe next IsmoflM the prosentpockgeto carry out serious research.
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ANAGE PROCESSING AMDVOLCANOLOGY
AT 7HE l.q>ti
Over the lad decade, Injanory hoar LANDSAT w1N t*
ha provided anene—iojunewsourceof data on terra
trial voles:,orre VlFillra a certaln amaxN d useful Womro-
Hon can be extracted from Mock and white hard copy
prints of LANDSAT Imagery, to obtain the full value of the
data contained In the Image, dgltal Imoge pn000 ft
techniques are essential. At the LPI, a Gould/DeMw
systeminkedtotheWwtNuWsVAXcompudenbornp oyed,
Most of the research N concerned with oppliwtlarr of I 
techniques rather Han development of new ones
Thee main research Hemel are being pussuud at prow
ent.FW,WonlNlcaHonandInterprotallondkvgevdcor c
structures. Some classes of volcanic structures known a'
resurgent calel" are so large. of the order of 3040 km,
that they may be difficult to Identify from ground studies,
being eamou8agod by their own wale, This applies in
partrcuW of course, to remote regions %two detailed
sfudles are unavallable, and at present work Is concern
trated on the high part of the Central Andes, between 14
and 28 deg S, and the Tibetan plateau, Sevotal-kzrge
caldera between 20 and 2 million years old haw been
kientlfled in the Andes, and some of them have been
Investigated subsequently, In the held, M Important spin-
off tithe work in.tM Andes and Tl bet is o better opprocia-
tiondtherelatb 4hipsbetwoonvdcank actMtyandthe
regional tectonic oftHng,
Detailed studies of volcanicarea require knowledge of
the age and eompoWlon d the rode convened, and this
form the second research theme. Work Is under way to
establish to what extent satellite Imagery can be used to
discriminate between Was and pyroclostic now units of
diftwont ago and compositions, and Involves correlation
of data from known flows In well snapped area with their
muuNlspectral LANDSAT signature, Numerous onvironmen-
tal factors, particularly local climate, affect the mdlomet-
ric characteristics d the rocks, and a program* of field
rodlometrydsomeAndean lavasIs helping topiaeecon-
shalnton  some of these foctom
Rodk n*Mcally, some of the most distinctive types of
volcanic rocks are those associated with hydrotherntai
activity. and these form the third line of roseorch. At the
simplest Isvel, presence of areas of altered rocks Inthe
summit"lons dvolcanoss in acid area can bo wed a a"'
Wind* to the"of fumardk acthMy that Is or ha been in
progress, and has me economic applkratlon In pros-
peefing for sulphur, More Importantly, many Important
copper and silver deposits are related to hydrothermal
alteration processes taking place late In the evolution of
volcanic stmuctura, Work Is In progress to characterise the
mature of such hydroltermally altered areas, and to iden-
Ilty specific structural sltes where alteration Is likely to be
concentrated, A number of previously unidentified areas
have been detected on coldom ring fractures In the
Andes, and these studies haw been Important In eiucl-
dating for the 60 time the offing of some Important
sits,mineral depo notably that of Cerro Rico silver deposit
In WMa.
Inaddltiontothesegeneral themes, Imogeprocessing Is
used In a number of special applications. M example
which is currently undergoing Investigation is the study of
the debris avolantehs deposits of Socompa volcano, ncsth
Chile. This 6000 m high volcano experienced a massive
collapse at some point between 10A00 and 600 years
ago, somewhat simllartothat of Mt, St. Helens in May 1980,
but on a much larger scale, About 10 cubic: kilometers of
the volcanic core collapsed to form a massivelandslide
covering some 400 km2. The, buclonche deposits are
amongst the mat extensive known on Earth, and contain
a number of distinct Ilthologles. Classification techniques
are being employed to discriminate tit major INhdogles,
and to relate each INhwlogy to its original location on the
volcanic sfructwo. Since the region is extremely remote
and difficult of access, satellite Imagery and Image pro-
cessing offer the only means of studying this exceptional
deposit,
ACCESS TO CsPDAi
CaPDA is dedicated to access and utilization by the
earth and planetary science community, We encourage
both onsite vl*s as as remote access through dial-in
modems, For further Information, please contact
Ianpong Leung, 02PDA
.Lunar and Planetary Institute
3303 NASA Road 1
Houston, Texas 77058(Tel; 713-486.2166)
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GEOPHYSICAL DATA FACILITY
DEMO AT THE AGU
&PDA will be demonstrating the remote access 1%
capabilities of GDR the Geophysical Data Facility, during
the Fall AGU meeting In San Francisco, Since the
announcement of the log-on procedure in our last
newsletter, we have had a very favorable response from
the scientific community. In order to bring this remote
access capability to a wider audience, we are setting up
a series of demonstrations at the Amedconia Hotel (121
Sevenih Street, 3 blocks from the CMcAuditodum) during
the week of the AGU (December 3-6) In San Francisco
During the demo, you will be able to access the LPI
databases just as you would In your home Institutions.
Access to the LPI databases and modelling programs Is
free, Current collect!ons Include earth topography,
SEASAT, MAGSAT, GEOSAT, Venus topography and LOS(line of sight) gravity, Man topography, Man LOS gravity,
and the Lunar Consortium datasets, Please Inquire at the
front desk-of the Amedconla Hotel cis to the exact fime
and room number for the demo session&
See you In San Francisco,
GRAVITY MODELLING WITH THE GDF
—Bruce Bills
The purpose of this article Is to explore some of the
possibilities for modelling of planetary gravity data
available to the remote user through the GDF, After a brief
discussion of various aspects of modelling In general, and
gravity modelling In particular, we will describe In some
detoll the present and projected capabilities of the GDR
In general, the objective of modelling Is to obtain a
mathematical representation of some physical System
which helps to explain some observational data, A model
thus usually consists of a set of parameter values and
some equations relating the parameters to the observa-
tion& In forward modelling, the parameters are specified
In advance and the appropriate equations are used to
calculate the data values Implied by the model. A
comparison between the observed and calculated
values yields either confirmation of the Initial model or
suggests changes In some of the parameter values,
In Inverse modelling, the observational data are used
directly to obtain estimates of the parameters. As on,
example, one might specfy the location of a sedvs of
point masses and use the observed gravity data In the
region of Inteest to estimate mass values which lo&
reproduce the observat!on&
Among the techniques available for gravity model-
ling, we can distinguish at least two broad categories,
which wewill term global and local, In what Isp((,iops the
classic example of a global model, the gravitational
potential Is expressed as a spherical harmonic series.
Examples of spherical harmonic models for the terrestrial
planets are; Earth (Rapp, 1977), Moon (Bills and Fer-
rod,1980), Man (Balmino et aL,1982), Venus (Williams et
al., 1983). The effective resolution of such a model Is
everywhere the same, This may be somewhat disadvan-
tageous In situations whew the resolution of the data Is
very uneven. Another type of model which Is well suited to
global applications consists of harmonic spline functions(Shure et al., 1982). The potential In this case Is repre-
sented as the sum of contributions from basis functions,
whose locations can be adapted to the distribution of
data of hand, The GDF currently supports spherical
harmonic modelling and we are developing the pro-
grams necessary for harmonic spline models,
An Important difference In the "local" models Is that
rather than directly specifying the gravitotional potential,
the user specifies a distribution of,mass. The simplest such
model uses point masses. Examples of point mass model-
ling Include Ananda (1977), and Sjogren et al. (1971,
1975, 1983). On the GDF, you can specify the location(radius, latitude, and longitude) and mass (grams or
fraction of planetary mass) of up to 15,000 distinct point
masses, Obviously, It would be very tedious to enter that
many values by hand. Fortunately, you also have the
option of automatically converting topography for the
area of Interest Into equivalent point masses (user
specifies the volume density of the surface material),
For more coarse-grained modelling, you can also use
disks, They come In two varieties; fiat and curved. The
curved disks are actually spherical caps and are usefull
when the disk is large enough and/orshollowenough that
the edges of a flat disk would protrude above the surface
of the planet. Examples of disk modelling applied to the
planets Include Sjogren et al. (1975, 1976),
Once a set of model parameters Is specified and a
set of observational data Is selected, the next step Is to
compare the accelerations Implied by the model with
those actually observed. For this purpose we use the orbit
simulation program ORBSIM, which was developed at the
Jet Propulsion Laboratory by Phillips et al. (1978). It takes.
an orbital state vector (Initial position and velocity of the
spacecraft) and numerically Integrates the od*, subject
to the model accelerations. The occele-itlon hector Is
«	 -
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projected to the line of sight (LOS) direction. This makes
the model output dlrectty comparable to the observed
LOS gravity data. As originally Implemented, ORBSIM was
a powerful program, but rotherdiftulti? I*=howtouse.
The GDF Implementation has put ORMM In a relatively
user-frlendly, menu:driven environment, A prospective
user need not know tow the parameter files are struc-
tured, for example, All that Is required Is that you make
appropriate responses to the questions the program asks(see example In the previous newsletter).
At present the GDF version of ORBSIM Is limited to
forward modelling, but the Inverse modelling capability
will be Implemented In the near future, We hope that you
will give it a try, We also welcome suggestlons on how we
can make the system more flexible and easier to use,
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TEKTRONICS PLOT 10 SUPPORTED
	
As promised In the last newsletter, Tektronlcs Plot 10 	 }
	
,
	
software Is now supported by GDF, This means that a user 	 ,
running REGIS graphics software, or any graphics terminal
that runs Tektronlcs Plot 10 software as well as any DEC
	
Vr125, Vr24a or Vr241 graphics terminal, can access the 	 I
full grophlo capabilities of GDF,
NOISY DIAL-IN LINE PROBLEM CORRECTED
The telephone company has finally corrected the
problem on our noisy 300/1200 baud dlal-In line (486-
8214), We have had excellent feedback from our long
distance users, In order to provide betteroccess, a second
300/1200 baud line has been added. The 2 numbers are
486.8214 and 486.2183.
u
ACCESS
C?PDA Is dedicated to access and utilization by the
earth and planetary science community, We encourage
both on-site visits as well as remote access through dial-
In modems. For further Information, pleose contact
Wnpong Leung, C A
Lunar and Planetary Institute
3303 NASA Road 1
Houston, Texas 71068
(Tel: 713.486.2165)
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NEW MARS PROGRAM
Welcomel This newsletter is toannounce the initiation
of the new NASA-sponsored LPI study project entitled
"Mars: The Evolution of its Climate and Atmosphere"(MECA) as defined in the Space Science and Applica-
tions Notice dated 25.^1ay 1983. The overall goals of this
program are given below.
An organizational meeting was held at the Lunar
Planetary Institute on March 1¢11,1984. As stated in the
Space Science and Applications Notice, the coordialtion
of this program is in itself an experiment and is accom-
plished by at Working Group composedof all the investiga-
tors who are funded as part of the program. The first
order of business was to establish a Steering Committee(see inset) and to define some general guidelines. Discus-
sion by the Working Group led to th e foll owing ded skins:
1. The Study Group is open to all investigators (funded
either through MECA or elsewhere) who have potential
contributions toward understanding the volatile evolu-
tion and climate history of Mars (see article on Participa-
tion in MECA).
2. The Steering Committee is selected from the Working
Group, plus one member from the Study Group as a
whole. The function of the Steering Committee is to
define scientific questions as the program evolves and
to provide guidance to the Projects Office.
3. The Projects Office is part of the Lunar and Planetary
Institute. Its function is to provide administrative and
logistical support, including making arrangements for
various topical conferences and workshops.
•4. The Approach in meeting the objectives of MECA will
be to guide the'research through a series of Topical
Workshops/Conferences, eachof which wi g have focused
objectives. These workshops will be defined early enough
so that investigators may plan their research efforts
accordingly. Approximately five topical workshops/con•
ferences will be held during the three-year duration of the
program.
Research will be conducted by individual investigators
—ds stated in their approved proposals; in addition,
:informal collaboration, such as the formation of research
groups, is encouraged; Funds (albeit limited) are avail•
able for travel to hold small workshops to address more
narrowly focused subjects than those defined by the
topical conference/workshops. These may be open to
the Study Group as a whole, or by invitation only. Pro-
posals for small workshops may be submitted to the
Steering Committee through the Projects Office.
5.Publications. The principal mode of reporting MECA
results will be via journal publication. Topical conference
programs will be derived from abstracts submitted prior
to the conference. In most cases, arrangements will be
made to publish conference r9uits in special journal
issues. Some of the study group members may wish to
produce review papers focusing, on our present state of
knowledge concerning the questions raised during sub-
group discussions.
6. MG/CO Connection. Most of the goals of MECA are
directly relevant to the Mars Geoscience/Climatology
Orbiter. As plans for the mission develop, communica•
tion will be maintained through Mike Carr, MECA.
Steering Committee member and Chairperson for the
MG/CO Working Group.
In summary, we look forward to a stimulating program
dealing with an exciting topic. On behalf of the Steering
Committee, l solicit your support, to make this program
a success.
Ron Greeley
Chairperson, MECA-Steering Committee
I
SUBGROUPREPbRTS
During the first meeting of the study group, partici•
pants broke into four subgroups for more detailed dis-
cussions on four different topics. The overall purpose
was to formulate questions which each subgroup recog.
nized as important for focusing future discussions. Bob
Haberle of NASA Ames Research Center led discus-
sions on processes controlling the present seasonal
cycles of dust, water, and COr. The second subgroup(guided by Fraser Fanale of the University of Hawaii)
considered factors controlling martian climate history
principally over the 1&st 101 years. Mike Carr of the
U.S.G.S., Menlo Park, led the subgroup concerned with
volatile inventory and climate history of Mars as revealed
by surface features and processes. Bob Pepin of the
University of Minnesota focused subgroup discussions
on the bulk chemical composition and outgassing history,.
of Mars. The four topic areas are obviously interrelated.
As a result of a combined Sunday morning session
between the second and third subgroups, the two sets of
questions were merged together. The following list
summarizes the results of these subgroup meetings.
Seasonal Cycles
1, What are the physical processes that control the
present seasonal cycles of duet, water, and CO,?
a. How do atmospheric aerosols (dust or ice) affect
the cycles of water and CO2?
b. What Is the nature and distribution of surface and
subsurface reservoirs of water and how do they
interact with atmospheric water?
C. What is the role of atmgspherk transport in the 	 t
water cycle?;'
d, How and when does dust enter and how and when
Is it removed from the polar regions?
2, How do the seasonal cycles change from year to year?
a. Does the same amount of CO3 frost survive at the
South Pole each year? If so, why is the north resid•
ual cap larger than the south residual cap, given
that the south polar cap is a cold trap? If not, how
does the amount change from year to year?
b. Why do global dust storms occur in some years
but not in others? Does this inter-annular variabil•
ity affect the water cycle or COr cycle?
3, How can models of the seasonal cycles be extended
" to long-term variations?
a. How do the present seasonal cycles change when
driven byinsolation distributions representative of
Mars past?
b. What additional sources/sinks become operative(e.g. latitudinal shiftg in the permafrost boundary)?
Surface Processes and Climate History
1, What are the causative agents of climate change on
Mare?	 u
a. obliquity, axial-orientation, and orbital changes
b. solar radiation 	 n
c. bombardment history
d. internal thermal history
e. drive to chemical equilibrium
2. How have the abundances of surface volatiles changed
with time?
a. juvenile volatile supply
b. escape history
c, weathering and recycling processes
3. What are the major volatile reservoirs, and how have
they changed with time?
a. chemically combined materials
b. caps
c. atmosphere
d, condensed volatiles in the ground
e. absorbed/interlayer volatiles
4. What has been the climatic history of Mars and how
has it been affected by 1-3?
a. atmospheric, pressure, temperature, and compo-
sitional variations
b, surface temperature
c. state of H20 and other volatiles
d dust and aerosol loading
e, modes of transport
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Rgnald Greeley, Arizona State University,
Chairperson
Michael Carr, U.S. Geological Survey (Surface
Processes)
Fraser Fanale, University of Hawaii (Climate
Change)
Robert Haberle, NASA-Ames Research Center
(Seasonal Cycles)
Robert Pepin, University of Minnesota (Bulk
Chemistry)
Peter Schultz, Lunar and Planetary Institute
(Project Scientist)
Joseph Boyce, NASA Headquarters (ex ofTclo)
Kevin Burke, Lunar and Planetary Institute
(ex officio)
Pam Jones, Lunar and Planetary Institute (Project
Administrator)
^.	 S. What observations and modeling will help resolve
1-4?
Examples:
a. changes in crater morphology with location and
time
b. valley origin and changes In valley morphology
with location and time
,c, mineralogic/chemical mapping
d: thermal modeling of regolith
e. studies of kinetics of volatile migration
f. experimental weathering studies
Bulk Chemical Composition and Outgeseing History
1. What is the range of possible absolute and relative
abundances of the initial Mars volatile inventory?
a. Status ofgeochemicai modeling from nebular con.
densation assuming thermodynamic equilibrium(function of pressure-temperature, radial distance
from sun, nebular composition)? Status of geo-
chemical modeling from multicomponent mixing
of meteoritic volatile and nonvolatile components?
Status of geochgmIcal information from geophysi-
cal modeling?
b. What new information or modeling constraints on
existing volatile inventories in the martian mantle
can be obtained from the SNC meteorites, accept.
Ing the evidence associating them with Mara?
2, What evidence exists that the planet has undergone•
significant oxidation? Is the oxidation only on the
surface? Are there plans to try to measure martian
atmospheric D/H? Hall composition of degassed
volatiles changed with time?
i
9. Styles of voicanism in time and space (inputs from
climate history/ surface morphology)?
a. Information from styles of eruption oil 	 in
magma? On sizes and depths of magma chambers?
b. How do we evaluate the effectiveness of various
degassing mechanisms and processes (free or
excess volatile&, volatiles dissolved in magmas,
eruption and subsequent oxidation of species such
as FeS and C)?
4. What does the present atmosphere tell us about inte•
grated outgassing, modified by loss processes to the
regolith and to space over martian geologic time?
Implications of isotopic signatures ( 11141"N, t"Xe/
u:Xe,'0Ar/ "Ar)?
REVIEW PAPERS
The questions raised by the four subgroups may stim•
ulate members of the Study Group to identify and per-
haps to consider writing review papers that would sum-
marize our present state of knowledge. Several excellent
review papers, special journal issues, and books already
	
exist, but the readership may Identify areas that have not
	 I
been previously synthesized or old areas that would
benefit from a different perspective or focus. Although it
	
is not the purpose of the study project to presuppose the
	 f
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(joutcome of the next three yeah of research and scien•
tific interaction, such reviews may prove useful for group
members with diver" backgrounds but common goal.
Individuals or groups of individual are encouraged to
embark on such an effort and may wish to contact R.
Greekyabout the matter. Obviously, the purpo"of the
project Is to do science rather than to do review papers,
nevertheless, the group would benefit by dedicated indi-
viduals wishing to complement their research.
Recent Review Articles
1.Carr M. H. (1982) Periodic climate change on Mars:
review of evidence and effects on d istribution of vale.
tiles. Icarus 50,129.139.
2.Carr M. H. (1981) The Surface of Marti. Yak Univer-
sity. 232 pp.
3.Baker V. R. (1982) The Channel of Mars. U. Texas
Press. 198 pp.
4. Fanale F. P. and Jakosky B. M. (1982) Regolith•
atmosphere exchange of water and carbon dioxide
on Mars: Effects on atmospheric history and climate
change. Planetary and Space Science 30,819-831,
5, Fanale F. P., Salvaii J. R., Banerdt B. W„ Saunders
R. S. (1982) Man: The regol[th•atmosphere-cip system
and climate change. Icarus 50, 381.407.
6. Pollack J. P. (1979) Climatic change on the terrestrial
planets. Icarus 37, 479-553.
7 Pollack J. P. and Toori O. B. (1982) Quasi•per)odic
climate changes on Mars: A review. Icarus 50, 259•
287.
8, Rossbacher L. A. and Judson S. (1981) Ground ice on
Man: inventory, distribution, and resulting landforms.
Icarus 45,35-39.
9.Toon O. B., Pollack J. B„ Ward W„ Bums J. A. and
Bilski K. (1980). The astronomical theory of climate
change on Mars. Icarus 44, 552.
10.Ward'W. R_J,Bums J. A. and Toon O. B. (1979) Past
obliquity oscillations of Mars: Role''of. the Tharsis
uplift. Journal of Geophysical Rti )earch 84, 243259,
MECA PROGRAM SCOPE
For the benefit of readers not aware of the Space
Science and Applications Notice of May 25, 1983, we
include below an excerpt describing the scope of the
program. Although the problem is focused, the number
of different approaches and basic data sets requires
involvement from a variety of disciplines.
TheMars DataAnalysis Program willsupport a variety
of scienN}ic investigations in a focused study that will
address the provsnopce and evolution of martian Wa-
tiks. The goals of the study are to define the present
0
inventory and distribution of maHian volatiles and to
unravel the history of their evolution so that'ure may
understand the original volatile content of Mars as Inher•
ited from the proto•planetary nebula; the processing of
primary volatile components by the martian Interior; the
evolution ot, the mmtlan atmosphere; the Interchange
between the su rf ace and the atmosphere through geologic
time, and secular or non-secular changes In climate and
the processes responsible for any changes. Proposed
Investigations that directly address any of the above
stated goals or that udil contribute to the attainment of
them will be considered scientifically responsive to this
Notice.
"WATER ON MARS"
THE FIRST TOPICAL CONFERENCE
ABOUT MARS:
The Evolution of its Climate and Atmosphere
The first MECA topical conference will be held Friday
and Saturday (November 30 and December 1) prior to
the Fall American Geophysical Union meeting in San
Francisco. The two-day meeting will be hosted by Bob
Haberle at NASA Ames Research Center. Although the
detailed format of the meeting is still being formulated,
contributed papers from the Study Group probably will
form the core of the program. "Water on Mars" repres-
ents one of the fundamental issues that the MECA Study
Group must face. What is the evidence for the existence
of water in the past? How much water was there? Where
is it today? How did it evolve? What is the physical state
of water and how has it changed? Such questions should
generate active participation and perhaps a better under-
standing of the problem.
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l	 stions„Parabipants In the
ltIFCYA,LP SPO>SSOItED WORKSHOP 	 meeting 'are t
 strongly encouraged to ftake.adv@n-
A
	
Y	 tags `of the provisions for, posters and, diEs-'A''_pI
^s.part of theanewrNAS•A!,ponsored' LPI Study	 which have al lo been , tade:
proot ,entlticd ="liars The. Evolution of Its Cli- Those w&4ar . interested In,particlpatingIh the
moto Wand Atinosp icre” 0ECA Zworksltop will workshop 'should contaot 'tho :Projects Office
be held . Friday and Saturday (Novembsr 36 and (telephone 713 486-2150) by September 21,
December O) ilrior to the rill American Geophysi- 1984. Abstracts should be received Ill tha- LI I
cal Union meeting- n San; ianclsco =
 The two-day Ppblications Office no later ill ' October 26;
beefing asill-be -o=hosted" by #fie ,NASA Ames 1984
Reseah-101ce -fl. r.t r represented by 'Bob ' Iiaberle,
and'the Lunarand P`l"anctary lnstttute. 	 o
	
In order to assess the origin and history of	 (rMAP SYMPOSIUI^t
	
water on Mars arid_ Its role in the evoiutlon•of the
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VIEWPOINT; ^►)pIItier LIRE'I'OTIIE 3.	 definition globally of the gravitational field
STUDY GROUP and surface topography;
4,	 Exploring the structure and aspects of the
Beginning with the, next Issue, the MECA circulation of the atmosphere; and
Newsletter will Include a;^ regular column called S.	 Establishing the nature of the magnetic field,
VIEWPOINT whieil 
will 
serve as a means-for par- fulfillment	 of those objectives will provide
ticlpants' to c hL'kuntcate ideas, suggestions, and Information of direct relevance to understanding
crltiblsms, bollt among themselves and the Study the evolutionof the Mars climate and atmo-
Group at large, Potential topics for discussion sphere, which is one: of the major goals of this
might Include suggestions for areas of new or mission. The Project Scientist for MGCO Is Arden
°	 cooperative research, possible changes In MGCO L Albee of Calteeh and the Project Manager Is
or.follow-on mission objectives, experiments, and William L Purdy of JPL, The MGCO Science
procedures, or practical tests of various assump- Working group is headed by Michael Carr and
tions,
	
theoretical
	
models,	 and	 morphologic consists	 of	 twenty	 representatives	 from	 the
Interpretations, Where significant differences of planetary sciences community. 	 Less than one
opinion exist, opposing points of view will be year remains before release of the AO to supply
aetively solicited. All submissions should follow Instrumentation	 and	 define	 experiments for
the guidelines outlined in NEWSLETTER CON- MGCO, the next United States Mission to Mars,
TitIBUTION§. —Frank Don Palluconi
THE CASE FOR MARS II
THE MARS GEOSCIENCE/CLIMATOLOGY
OBSERVER (MGCO) MISSION The Case for Mars II, sponsored by the Mars
j, Institute of the Planetary Society, was held July k
J	 The
	
Mars Geoscience/Climatology Observer 10-14,
	
1. 984, at the University of Colorado, t
`Mission is -Tube the firstin a series of modest cost Boulder,	 Colorado.	 The	 conference/workshop
inner planet missions. This mission Is included In
the approved 1985 fiscal year NASA budget with
was conducted to evaluate a manned ba^e-o^
Mars, using current and immediately forese 'ab1
a formal start on 1 October 1984. Launch is plan- technology. Attending were over 150 participants
ned for the August/September 1990 Mars oppor- who represented a broad range of disciplines. 1
tunity "With arrival at Mars one year later. The ranging from	 the physical sciences, aerosp
Geoscience/Climatology objectives are to be triet engineering, and space medicine, to economics
,over the course of a one Mars year (687 day)I( and even political science, Reviews of the key
mapping mission, The mapping orbit wilt : , be science and technology issues relevant to manned
near-polar (9°3 degree orbital inclinatiotd5 	 st h Mars missions were presented in plenary sessions.
synchronous (2 PM sunward equator crossing), Participants then designed a plan for Mars explor-
and near-circular (350 km orbit altitude, 116 ation which included the establishment of, a
minute period): The spacecraft, to be selected in permanent base.
1985, will maintain a nadir 'orientation. Expert- One of the conclusions reached by the partici-
ments and Instruments' Will be selected throughan pants is that a manned base on Mars could bean
Announcement of Opportunity (AO) process unifying goal for the space program. The Space
*vith,'retdo0 of the ' AO in July 1985 and selection Transportation System, or space shuttle, could'
, in 1986.. boost Mars vehicle components Into low Earth
zi	 the	 scientIGc	 -measurement • objectives orbit where the spacecraft would be assembled.
r fl pwe agiobal -mapping- `
 in ,° space and time and and serviced by workers'living in space. Know-
mc,ude
l,Y
 Determination of the global' "eiemenfal' and' `
Jedge-gal hied in near=Earth orbit living quarters
and' spa'c'e station	 systems Wouldbe,recycling
'^	 "	 z	 mi' c aloglcal^ character of the Surface matenal,
termination Hof the time and space distn
directly applied to the years -long Mars +"missions
and subsequent bases. ±
a 4e^ a t ^ __ nYVE::^J^_ ^^ _..^ x-!f r __^.,. _	 ,. .t "^ _	 `» ^x	 -!`	 r Ssinks of volatile 	 Missions„ ni the*_. pianrung and development
;cycle,	 stagesitoday,,laythe foundation for.futurc perm}
^.	 ^	
.	
ORIGr^1tgL 
p.^^^' F$' 	^.	 ^	 F
OF ^PUO ^QUALIY C 4
8.xi..4..u'^-.r.-a^ um a - c.	 a ^,} . s n , -'d.^P"3^'r	 _ 3TMt e' ^	 - s-
ty,
'	
try . -
1
__ _ _	 ....	 /	 tl^A]I
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anent Mars bsses. Important for resource,assel i l y 'is Office and the 'LPI. Steve's involvement in
0" merit, a global inventory of surface and atmdu,, , ^ „ ^, MECAk)program Is a natural outgrowth of his
spheric volatIles and chemistry will be obtone"A	 ,,,t vj^ng
 research in the field of martian volaoles.
by the Mars Geosplence Climatology ObserverElt'! ' ;ecific Interests focus on the evolution-of the
(MG,CO). If high-resolution imaging were included mu tfnn polar caps, the physics of water transport
with this' mission, geologic mapping for site select In the regolith, and the possible role that ground-
tion could also go accomplished, MGCO will not water played In the distribution and subsurface
be able to detect subsurface ground ice ctrdepths replenishment of equatorial ground 4ce, Steve's
greater than 10 cm, so an , orbital mission 'with the telephone number at the Institute is 713486-
° ability to detect deeply buried, subsurface Ice is a 2146.
needed icAnologica! development . ,, ^.
A Mars base provides one of the most exciting MARS BIBLIOGRAPHY
scientific challenges ever presented. Direct, com- AVAILABLRAT THE LPI
. prehensive	 explomtton	 of a	 planet., similar to -,
Earth will be possible for the first time in his- The Library Information Ceptr'(LIC) at the
tory-a planet replete with atmosphere; evaflable Lunar and Planetary Institute has maintained an
water, and unique geochemical processes. Though on-line bibliography of the lunar and planetary
o not inexpensive, the rewards to all the sciences literature for several years, In the initial stage, the
will be immeasurable, as will the applicable tech- bibliography was totally lunar, but since 1978,
nology <developed  for the permanent base and references to the planefs, : meteorites, asteroids,:
martian spacecraft, The cost of a single manned comets, and some references to space industrials-
landing on Mars has been estimated (using cur, zation and utilization are included.
rent" technology) to be about $40 billion. Long- A recent search of the bibliography has yielded
range program planning at NASA currently 7 calls . 978 references to the pla'_ et Mars:. Using the
for a-real budget fitcrease ;of (%--annually, Based boolean ,logic -operators which -are -available on
on this budgetary framework, a Mars base could She database, it was found that 293 of these
„ Afa4lnne nnn}nln emmA uildllinnal «nCn«nnnu !nbe esiaellshed around pi4ycar 2025. 	 ""-"'"'" """	 °"'"	 """°°- "'•"""" "'
The proceedings fo'`'' a Cnse for Mars II, will	 climate "or" water "or atmosphere Of course,
be published by the American Astronautical
	
additional topics relating 'to martian surface <pro-
° Society in the Science and Technology series,
	
pertie;,, chemical composition, etc„ also can be
available by the summer of 1985. For further in- searched on the database.c	 formation, write to: The Case for Mars, P, O, Box' 	 As each reference' ls added to the pf !Pl se, fi9e
`4877, Boulder, Cdlorado 80306,	 te7 t is scanned for subjeeCterms already' 'included
—Carol Stoker and LorettaMcKibben it the database 's -controlled search vocabulary;
in this 'way, searches: arenotisimply limited to'„
keywords present in the title, The database may
MECA PROJECT SCIENTIST CHANGE 	 also be searched by author
,
 and year of publica-
	
AT LPI	 tion.
	
q	 The bibliography is on-line on the Institute's`5
	
r^
Pete Schlrltz, Senior Staff Scientist at LPI, has	 VAX 1 1 /780. It can be accessed remotely using a
accepted an academic position with the Depart- modem and most standardferminals. The staff of
ment of Geological Scf 5nces at Brown,ljniversity. the LIC will also respond, to requests for searches,
Although he will remain°
 an active participant in`hither written or phone in; and will send a print-`
the MECA program, his duties as the Institute's out of the results, usually within 48 hours' of
scientific representative on the MECA Steering recWpt of the search. There is no chargeldr.this
Committee and as editor of the MECA Newsletter, service other than your telephone charges if you
Q	 have now been passed on to Steve Clifford. Steve, should access remotely. 	 '
who lras:beena member ofthe'scientifie,staff at
	 To'Seceive more information about the biblib
LPI since January, will be responsible tor,main- l graph, or to establish a remoteruseraccount; .
	
taining the„ active ' interactionramong, ;the Working contact Stephem Tellier at the LP,f `telep^tone	 o
I	 Group, Study Project, Steering Committee, Pro 	 X713 486 21;9,I)9
a	 , "	 f 	 ,
a
k e	 v^ ^`+`  
	
` ^^t a
	
^. `\	 6 ^ , ^1^^	
a '
rp '.^0. y"ti.'^"S'^"4"1`f2+7R	 ';L`,
Alrow,'5f1^Fi'
REVIEW PABER$ ON MARS;
	
reception of .tw it transmitted by phone, witl6be
'	 aa!iiilable sh"ortty^a^I:PI( All corifributiona should
	
Carr, M. H. (1983) The geology of:the terrestrial 	 be sent to, Vtve Clifford, MECA Newsletter,
	
planets. ,) Replews of t3eapltyslcs and' Space	 Lunur'and Plnnctary.Institute, 3303 NASA Road .
Physics 21 k.160-1 2.	 I, Hoy$ton ) Texas 77058'
Greeley, Rand SP,41 s, P. D. (1981) Volcanism
on -Mars. Replews of deophyslcs-and Space
PPhyVes 1;9, 13-41.	 MECA. PROGRAM ,SCOPE AND
	
Squyres, S.'W, (I,984) The history of water on 	 PARTICIPATION
Mars. Annual Replews of Earth and Planetary
Sciences 12, 83-106.	 The goals of the MECA program are to define 	 ;
the present inventory and distribution of marfian 	 b
volatiles and' to unravel the history of their evolu-
	
Newsletter 3 Cont'►7buHon DeadNne: 72/21/84	 tion so that we may understand the originalvolatile content of Mars as Inherited from the
l^	 proto-planetary nebula, the processing of rile
primary volatile components by the martian
d, NEWSLEr.4ERCONTRIBUTIQNS, 	interior, the evolution of the martian atmo-
sphere, the Interchange between the surface and
	
In, an effort to peep participants in the Study 	 atmosphere through geologic time, and any secu-
	
Group,informed about the latest meetings, activi-	 Jar or nonsecular changes in climate and the pro-
	
thes, ;and'othe'r news that are related' to MECA's 	 cesses responsible for such changes. 	 i
	goals and Mars in general ', co*ributions to the 	 Any scientist whose research is relevant to the	 t
MECA Newsle 	 on	 s o	 whosetter are cordially invited. Ctribif 	 goalf^MECA, but w 	 fund7ng originates 	 1
	
flans should be brief and should be written in a 	 from outside the program, ,Js Invited to-join the
	
"newsletter style." Submissions may be type-	 Study Group. Simply write to the Steering Com-	 )
	
written or'sent on floppy disk (S'/1' IBM PC or	 mittee through. the, LPl Projects Office outlining	 k
V Profess
,
	format) in the standard ASCII	 the nature of the relevant research. Your name
MS-60S	 t ; ,files. Provisions for the direct 	 will then be added to the mailing list.
i
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Universities Space Research Association 	 r
LUNAR AND PLANETARY INSTITUTE 	 "	 o
,	 3303 NASA Road One 	 U a`
Houston, TX 77058	 n
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